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1 I, Marc E. Mayer, declare as follows: 
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1. I am an attorney at law duly licensed to practice law in the State of 

California and before this Court. I am, through my professional corporation, a 

partner in the law firm of Mitchell Silberberg & Knupp LLP, attorneys of record 

for Plaintiffs Nexon America Inc. and NEXON Korea Corporation (collectively, 

"Nexon"). I make this Declaration in support of Nexon's Opposition to Defendant 

Douglas Crane's Motions to Dismiss for Lack of Personal Jurisdiction and/or to 

Transfer Venue. I know all of the following of my own personal knowledge and, if 

called as a witness, could and would competently testify thereto. 

2. This is an action for copyright infringement, violation of the Digital 

Millennium Copyright Act, and related claims arising from Defendants' 

distribution of software products (sometimes referred to as "hacks" or "cheats") 

designed to alter or manipulate Nexon's online computer game, "MapleStory," on 

the Internet websites including www.gamersoul.com  (also www.gamersoul.net), 

which was formerly known as www.w8baby.com  (the "GamerSoul Website"). 

3. At the time this lawsuit was filed, GamerSoul was engaged in the sale 

and distribution of a number of hacks and cheats for MapleStory, including the 

"Bizzaro Trainer," "PIPE" packet editor and "RiME" memory editor. GamerSoul 

sold these products via links and advertisements placed on its website, or through 

its restricted "VIP forums." To obtain these products or access to the VIP forums, 

it was necessary for users to visit a payment page in which "VIP" access to the 

desired product can be purchased via third party payment services, such as 

AlertPay, PayPal, and 2Checkout.com . In the "VIP" message boards, users can 

discuss the use of the hacks and cheats, and obtain technical support from 

GamerSoul moderators and "staff." For example, attached hereto as Exhibit A is a 

4701288.1 
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true and correct copy of a tutorial from the GamerSoul Website on buying Bizarro 

Trainer entitled, "Here are some common questions people have before they buy 

BT (Bizzaro Trainer)," which instructs that "[t]he best way to buy BT is through 

the site, you can simply click the buy BT VIP button at the top of the forum and 

buy BT through alert pay. This is the cheapest way of purchasing BT." During the 

relevant time period, payments made through AlertPay were made to the e-mail 

address w8babyvipftw@gmail.com . 

4. As defendant Douglas Crane has confirmed, his online handle or alias 

is "lonerboy." "Lonerboy" posted a large number of messages on the GamerSoul 

Website. Many of those messages specifically discussed Nexon, Nexon's business 

practices, and ways to cheat and hack MapleStory without being detected by 

Nexon. Attached hereto as Exhibits B through H are true and correct copies of a 

sampling of "Ionerboy's" posts that were gathered and printed at my direction 

either from the GamerSoul Website or from cached pages stored by Google. These 

documents reflect that Crane regularly communicated with members of the 

GamerSoul community and actively solicited users to purchase GamerSoul hacks, 

including the "Bizarro Trainer" or "BT." 

5. Exhibit B is a print-out of a GamerSoul forum showing a post by 

lonerboy dated January 30, 2010 stating: "well... I think the point is for nexon to 

be able to force huge messages that you have to read now LOL, the big pitch by 

Nexon in other words for NX, events, etc... what does this mean for us all as far as 

hacks.... NOTHING, except that you wont be able to log off one player to another 

without restarting your hacks possibly, and there may be some degree of change in 

how we can or will inject things... im sure there will be a way to avoid this whole 

web site launch anyways with a command line or w/e and the VIP's im sure will 

let you know how it goes..." 
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6. Exhibit C is a print-out of a GamerSoul forum showing a post by 

lonerboy dated September 15, 2010 stating in part: "allthough [sic] Nexon would 

never admit to it, the fact is they make a shyt [sic] load of money from sites like 

[W8Baby/GamerSoul] by selling [Nexon dollars], not to mention that without 

hacks of somesort [sic] they would loose [sic] about 1 million players who find the 

fun of the game is actually [sic] attempting to find glitches, exploits, etc..." 

Lonerboy posted another post later that day, stating that "the more [Nexon] 

patch[es MapleStory], the more valueable[sic] BT [Bizarro Trainer] becomes.. . ." 

7. Exhibit D is a print-out of a GamerSoul forum showing a post by 

lonerboy dated September 20, 2010 stating in part, in response to a question as to 

why the site does not have a private server section: "because there are certain 

things that the admins of this site feel are just 'off limits' here because its 

infringing to point that they believe is wrong . . . . you may say well 

hacking/coding/botting talk is in the same category but the fact is...[MapleStory] is 

a free game and most these things no[sic] not hurt Nexon's income. . . ." 

8. Exhibit E is a print-out of a GamerSoul forum entitled "199K Damage 

Hack gonna be gone soon!," showing a post by lonerboy dated October 26, 2010 

stating in part: "HINT: now would be a very good and smart time to make SURE 

you are one of the people who maintain an active BT license (and that's all ima say 

about that)." 

9. Exhibit F is a print-out of a GamerSoul forum entitled showing a post 

by lonerboy dated March 2, 2011, stating: "fu ... juts [sic] got permed 

[permanently banned from playing MapleStory] in scania =\ watch out [Nexon is] 

onto us --\." 

4701288.1 
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10. Exhibit G is a print-out of a GamerSoul forum entitled "WTF Nexon" 

showing a post by lonerboy dated April 29, 2011, stating: "Buy BT and goo fuk 

[Nexon] up bro!" 

11. The posts further show that Crane himself was an active user of the 

Bizarro Trainer software, which he apparently used to operate multiple MapleStory 

accounts simultaneously and unfairly acquire in-game items for later sale. Exhibit 

H, for example, is a print-out of a GamerSoul forum entitled "anyone else notice 

CPU usage fixed by Nexon :P" showing a post by lonerboy dated March 16, 2011, 

stating in part: "now got 8 going... OMFG this is like a Dream... i need a 

lice[nse] for my other computers NOWWWWWW!! :P time to make Bank!" 

12. When a user wished to purchase products such as the Bizarro Trainer, 

the user would make a payment (using third party payment service AlertPay) to an 

account maintained by Crane. Attached hereto as Exhibit I is a true and correct 

copy of Nexon's Notice of Third Party Subpoena to AlertPay, and the relevant 

pages of AlertPay's response. Nexon's Subpoena sought, inter alia, the production 

of documents sufficient to identify the individuals and/or entities who have at any 

time held, owned, administered, transferred money from, or withdrawn money 

from the AlertPay accounts for w8baby.com  and gamersoul.net . In response, 

AlertPay identified Doug Crane as the administrator of w8baby.com  and 

gamersoul.net , using the e-mail addresses w8babyvipftw@gmai1.com  and 

gamersoulVIP@live.com . Crane's date of birth has been redacted. 

13. Attached hereto as Exhibit J is a true and correct copy of the 

AlertPay records that Crane's attorney sent me, converted into Excel format. 

These records were provided to me shortly after our complaint was served, subject 

4701288.1 
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to an agreement that the contents be maintained as "confidential." (Thus, they are 

being filed under seal). The data was produced as a text file entitled 

"APaccounttotal.csv," where "csv" means that the file format is "comma separated 

values." Such files are basically unformatted databases that can be opened in 

spreadsheet programs such as Excel, but the columns need to be formatted for the 

fields in them to be fully legible. The file was opened in Excel, and without 

altering the data in any way, was formatted for maximum readability. 

14. Exhibit J shows that in the period from September 2010 to January 31, 

2012, Crane completed at least 3,500 transactions with GamerSoul users using 

payment processor AlertPay. In connection with these transactions, Crane 

collected significant sums (counting just those entries showing payment "Received 

From" in the "Type" column and "Completed" in the "State" column). As Exhibit 

J shows, Crane transmitted some of the revenue to other owners and operators of 

the website and kept a portion of the revenue for himself. For example, many of 

the transactions are labeled "Payment Received From," while others are labeled 

"Transfer Sent To." Transactions labeled "Withdrawal" reflect sums being taken - 

from the AlertPay account and paid to Crane. 

15. Attached hereto as Exhibit K is a true and correct copy of a 

spreadsheet prepared by my office showing the entries from Exhibit J for sales 

made to California residents. Exhibit K is a subset of Exhibit J. As Exhibit K 

reflects, of the total transactions reported by Crane and AlertPay, more than 350— 

approximately 10%—were with customers in California (who self-identified as 

being in California). 

16. Many of the transactions identified in Exhibit K (more than 50%) do 

not contain complete address information. If those with no address information are 

4701288.1 
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excluded, then the total percentage of California transactions rises to nearly 25%. 

Thus, using basic extrapolation, it is a fair assumption that Crane completed at 

least 800 transactions (25% of 3,500 transactions) with California customers in the 

18 months preceding this lawsuit. 

17. If the transactions with no address information are excluded, 25% of 

the money Crane collected during this period came from California. 

18. Attached hereto as Exhibit L is a true and correct copy of an e-mail 

that I received from Crane on February 22, 2012, acknowledging that he played 

Nexon's game. 

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United States of 

America that the foregoing is true and correct. 

Executed on this 26th day of June 2012 at Los Angeles, California. 
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[MUST READ!!] Pre Buying BT FAQ's 
Printable View 
1 	Page 1 of 3 11 1 11 2 11 3 1 Show 40 post(s) from this thread on one page 

Tutorial [MUST READ!!] Pre Buying BT FAQ's 	 page 1 of 5 

Zyphent 
	

05-04-2011, 05:00 AM 

[MUST REAM Pre Buying BT FAQ's 

Here are some common questions people have before they buy BT (Bizarr° Trainer) 

'How do I buy BT?' 

Option A. (Recommended) 

The best way to buy BT is through the site, you can simply click the buy BT VIP button at the top of the forum 
and buy BT through alert pay. This is the cheapest way of purchasing BT 

Option B. 

You can buy through www.w8vip.com  for NX or Meso. This is a official site and can be trusted 

You can also buy licenses and a 1 week license for trial through support@<u><a 
href="http://vvww.w8bab ...by</a></u>.com, this person is almost always on MSN! 

He sells from a different system so remember to give him your forum ID so he can give you VIP forum access 
after you pay him. 

Option C. 

Through Official BT Resellers, they accept NX/ Meso/ Paypal and other forms of payment. 

They can be found in the BT Reseller section, 

http://www.gamersoul.net/forums/forumdisplay.php?154-BT-Resellers-Distributors  

Difference between BT packages/licenses: 

BT Baby will let you bot on single Maple at the same time 

BT Super will let you bot on 6 Maples at the same time 

http://www.gamersoul.com/forums/printthread.php?t=66940&pp=14&page=1 	 2/23/2012 
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Tutorial [MUST READ!!] Pre Buying BT FAQ's 	 page 2 of 5 

BT King will let you bot on 20 Maples at the same time 

Features enjoyed by all three packages: 

All packages have Multi-Ms buildin bypass that allows open unlimited amount of maple to use 

All packages have all the boiling/hacking function inside BT and other VIP tools. 

All packages comes with minimum of 5 weeks+ private VIP sections & 24/7 support and various tools 

'Why can I only see a 1 month option? 

New BT users can only select a 1 month option for any license, once you have purchased your first license then 
you have the option for 2 month and 100 day licenses which are better value. 

'What happens after I buy?' (If bought by Option A or C) 

Once you have bought BT you will be messaged by the system, it will look like this: 

http://img41.imageshack.us/img41/9584/65921130.png  

More importantly though you will be given INSTANT access to the BT Forum section, here you can look around 
at the guides and check out the support and plug in release section. This is what the BT forum section looks 
like, 

http://img714.imageshack.us/img714/5421/btsection.png  

'How long will it take till I can start hacking?' 

Within 24 hours of your BT purchase your license will be available for you, I have found it is generally a lot 
quicker then that though. You can access your license info by clicking 'VIP Info' tab on top of the forums. It is 
in yellow as shown below, 

http://img199.imageshack.us/img199/5339/vipinfo.png  

'How will I get B17 

The latest BT will always be in the VIP section for you to download! 

'Is it worth it?' 

BT is definitely worth it, the money and levels can make is really quite amazing. Check out some of these 
videos on BT and its features 

http://www.youtu  be. com/watch?featu re...&v=W7SKQCmPabY 

http://www.youtu  be.com/watch?featu  re= player_em bedded&v = hvrn I lbw7RA 

'How can I get help/support with it?' 

http://wvvw.gamersoul.com/forums/printthread.php?t=66940&pp=14&page=1 	 2/23/2012 
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Tutorial [MUST READ!!] Pre Buying BT FAQ's 	 page 3 of 5 

Firstly, there are plenty of guides and videos available to help you set up your BT. Secondly the best part is if 
you do run into trouble you can always just post a thread and always get a answer within 30minutes max. In 
the chat box there is generally always members willing to help out via MSN or Team viewer. 

'Are there guides/tutorials?' 

Yes! There is plenty of guides in the BT section including guides on how to set up hack features and most 
importantly plenty of videos! 

'What's the trainer look like?' 

The trainer currently looks like this, 
http://img98.imageshack.us/1mg98/1576/btgui.png  

'When does my BT license time start?' 

Your BT license time starts when you launch MapleStory from BT for the first time. Once the time starts, you 
cannot stop it and it will continue to run down until there is no time left. 

'What happens during BT downtime after a patch or server maintenance?' 

After any type of patch, whether it be a normal patch or a mini-patch, BT will stop working and will need to be 
updated. BT will always work after a server maintenance if it there is no mini-patch. During the downtime while 
you wait for BT, your license time will not be paused. 

'Are license extensions given out for downtime?' 

License extensions are completely up to Bizarro. If he feels the need to extend licenses for any reason then he will 
hand them out. You should not expect extensions to be given for everytime BT has to be updated.Raging and 
demanding for extensions will not help you. 

upon purchasing BT you are given an extra 10 days BT forum time (you may request a 1 time extension if you did 
NOT use your lic. yet, but you cannot buy a BT lic and never use it and expect to in BT forums sections 
indefinitely! 

Any more questions/comments/suggestions please post! :Emote0hU 

Billions 
	

05-04-2011, 05:28 PM 

Good job. :EmoteAwww We need more helpful people like you and less people that complain :EmoteHmmm 

demOn7889 
	

05-05-2011, 03:10 PM 

I am planning to buy Super and was wondering, if i can bot more than one ACCOUNT at a time? 

Punkmilitia 
	

05-09-2011, 05:18 PM 

Yes - Are there any AB free guides for dawn warriors? 
You see i'm from Europe and don't want my dw to get banned. 

http://www.gamersoul.corn/forums/printthread.php?t=66940&pp=14&page=1 	 2/23/2012 
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Tutorial [MUST READ!!] Pre Buying BT FAQ's 	 page 4 of 5 

Thanks for replying, nice guide btw, i'm close to buying... 

Zyphent 
	

06-01-2011, 12:50 AM 

@Punkmilitia there are currently a few guides for dawn warriors in the community release section. 

You do know BT doesn't work for EMS at the moment right? :EmoteOhMahGawd 

Any suggestions/comments please post 

bryanhozs 
	 06-12-2011, 01:34 AM 

Does BT work for MSEA now? 

Zyphent 
	

06-26-2011, 04:32 AM 

@bryanhozs No it does not for now. 

Updated with a picture of the new BT :EmoteHappy 

darku 
	 07-12-2011, 02:13 PM 

Is it going to work for maplesea? 

SirTopCat 
	

08-05-2011, 09:48 PM 

Top Cat 

really sorry this might be the wrong section but i need to know 

can you buy BT through paypal? and if so can someone direct me to the link 
thanks in advance 
:EmoteAwww 

JustWannaSay 
	 08-10-2011, 09:02 AM 

I have two desktops, is it possible to buy 2 BT Babys on each of them, with the same w8baby.com  log in ID 
(JustWannaSay)? 

thisisntpat 
	

08-23-2011, 09:18 PM 

i didnt get a message after i bought bt baby and cant view the forums and its been over 24 hours 

Heist 
	

10-06-2011, 06:27 PM 

Updated. No more "I was never told" excuses about license time and license extensions. 

dkny 
	

10-22-2011, 05:24 PM 

I bought a baby bt, and it been over 24 hrs but I still have no access to the bt. Please help 

http://www.gamersoul.com/forums/printthread.php?t=66940&pp=14&page=1 	 2/23/2012 
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Tutorial [MUST READ!!] Pre Buying BT FAQ's 	 page 5 of 5 

rubikfan  
Plannign to buy BT 

10-23-2011, 04:51 AM 

 

i am planning to buy BT at around mid of Novenber ( next month), 
which package whould i buy? BT Baby or BT Super? =/ 

• and, I heard that 1 license can use in both MSEA and GMS BT, is it true? 

and, if 1 license can use in MSEA and GMS , can I open 3 MSEA bot and 3 GMS bot? (using BT Super) 

thanks =D 

I 	Page 1 of 311 11121131 
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EviDaz 

_ 

01-30-2010, 08:43 PM 

Im curious as to what exactly is happening. Is the game becomming basically a browser game i.e. dont even need to 
download it anymore? so for example i could play the game on any pc by simply gong to the website? 

I or is it basically you need the client and it just runs through the website? 

, Newpunching of client method [Archive] - GamerSoul - Where Gaming-Meets Magic 	page 1 of 2 

This is Google's cache of http://www.gamersoul.com/forums/archive/index.php/t-6332.html .  It is a snapshot of the 
page as it appeared on Jan 26, 2012 07:22:52 GMT. The current page  could have changed in the meantime. Learn 

more  

These search terms are highlighted: lonerboy nexon 	 Text-only version  

GamerSoul - Wherg Gaming ,•, Meets4lagic  » Graveyard  > New launching of client method _ 

PDA1  

View Full Version : New launching of client method  

Orpheus 	 01-30-2010, 08:49 PM 

Basically you just boot the game up from the website...It's lid< the start button will be on the site in stead of the little 
desktop start button. 

r - 
Evil3az 	 01-30-2010, 09:02 PM 

I see so whats the point of it loi 

 

SXGuy 
	

01-30-2010, 09:34 PM 

another game uses this method already, Ghost Online. 

Its easy to quick launch the game though, all you need to do is find what params are sent from the webpage to the 
client, and mimic it. 

Quick 1.e shortcut with extra params would work. 

Or using IE functions inside a program to do it for you. 

 

  

   

 

lonerboy 	 01-30-2010, 09:46 PM 

well... Ithink the point is for nexon to be able to force huge messages that you have to read now LOL, the big sales 
pitch by Nexon in other words for NX, events, etc... 

what does this mean for us all as far as hacks.... NOTHING, except that you wont be able to log off one player to 
another without restarting your hacks possibfy, and there may be some degree of change in how we can or will inject 
things... im sure there will be a way to aviod this whole web site launch anyways with a command line or w/e and the 

t  VIP's im sure will let you know how it goes... 

 

   

 

rOrpheus 
	 01-30-2010, 09:49 PM 

well... 1 think the point is for nexon to be able to force huge messages that you have to read now LOL, the big sales 

pitch by Nexon in other words for NX, events, etc... 

what does this mean for us all as far as hacks.... NOTHING, except that you wont be able to log off one player to 
another without restarting your hacks possibly, and there may be some degree of change in how we can or will inject 
things... im sure there will be a way to aviod this whole web site launch anyways with a command line or w/e and the 
VIP's im sure will let you know how it goes... 

 

  

  

What about Multi? Will we be able to use it still? 

http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?h1=en&gbv=2&q=cache:YvVnfFZtMMcJ:http://w.. . 2/1/2012 
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New;launching of client method [Archive] - GamerSoul - Where Gaming—Meets Magic 	page 2 of 2 

EvilJaz 	 01-30-2010, 09:49 PM 

Lol :D well it does seem like a pointless thing for them to do 

bagnag 	 01-30-2010, 10:03 PM 

Combat Arms, another nexon fps game, has this already in. 
They have a .exe that opens the browser, and then In the folder, they have a Combat Arms Direct.exe that also starts 
the game the old way, so it will not effect multi MS's 

Captain 	 01-30-2010, 11:57 PM 

Auto-inject will be needed in the future I'm guessing? 

Lltesung 	 01-31-2010, 12:54 AM 

I think they should have an option, just like bagnag said. 
Option': Log in from website... 
Option2: Log on old fashion way... 
And you choose by launching whatever .exe file. 

Personally, this feels like they are downgrading the game's maturity. 

SXGuy 	 01-31-2010, 06:53 AM 

Its just a way of forcing the gamer to read announcements thats all, its so easily bypassed its not even worth 
mentioning. 

MaxK 

theres probably going to be a start button 
on the website so you just click start and 
sham wow 

— 
01-31-2010, 09:24 AM 
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Frosted 09-14-2010, 08:15 PM 

XTCHouseMafia 

Alertpay! 

09-14-2010, 08:45 PM 

Armadda 09-14-2010, 08:50 PM 

I doubt they are really worrying about BT users since it keeps you so well hidden from legits, They only patch things 
that fuck up the economy/NX and thereby angering legits, or when all maps are full with non ccing hackers and its 
angering legits, and to kill meso farmers 

Just a curiosity, but what is stopping Nexon from purchasing BT, and dissecting it? 

lol j/k... But yeah seriously I wouldn't worry about it. Widespread hacks aka public hacks are what get patched! 
Keeping it paid for and private is what keeps our hacks around for a very long time! 
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Cataclysmic 	 09-14-2010, 08:58 PM 

I suppose nothing is stopping them, but I doubt you will see a Mod or Admin post here. I suppose BT is protected well 
enough to keep it from being unpacked, although Waffle has already stated to have done this. 

  

  

         

  

• 

      

Joshina 	 09-14-2010, 08:59 PM 

W8BABY.com  is intended for personal use, You are not allowed to join if you are in any way affiliated with nexon Inc. 
or any of its subsidiaries or if you intend to use its content in a malicious way. 

  

  

That is. 
Terms Of Service (http://www.w8baby.com/TOS.html)  

       

   

     

     

     

ronsoman 	 09-14-2010, 09:01 PM 

I suppose nothing is stopping them, but I doubt you will see a Mod or Admin post here. I suppose BT is protected well 
enough to keep it from being unpacked, although Waffle has already stated to have done this. 

Waffle is a troll. 

Cataclysmic 

Waffle is a troll. 

09-14-2010, 09:21 PM 

I suppose I won't comment to much on that due to W8baby and Waffle's disagreement, but Waffle has helped me a lot. j 

, Bizarro 
	

09-14-2010, 09:24 PM 

unpacking has nothing to do with cracking BT. the auth is entirely based on .net encryption with all server sided 
checks. 
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!anyone who tells u they unpacked and cracked BT is a troll and seeking attention. 

Wild 	 09-14-2010, 09:41 PM 

unpacking has nothing to do with cracking BT. the auth is entirely based on .net encryption with all server sided checks. 
anyone who tells u they unpacked and cracked BT is a troll and seeking attention. 

+1 one for Andrew. 
Andrew thinks outsitle the box and thinks of ways to protect his shit like you don't even know. They can't just unpack it 
and be like oo hey heres vac 2.0. Don't believe people so easily on what they claim to do. Lotta wanna bees out there . 

Orpheus 	 09-14-2010, 09:59 PM 

That is. 
Terms Of Service (http://www.w8baby.com/T05.html)  

Yeah, because none of us break the ToS either do we? Nexon would seriously ROFL if you expect them to take that 
serious.. .Hell even the Judges in a court would ROFL if they seen this. 

I /facepalm to whoever wrote that in the ToS. 

Joshina 	 09-14-2010, 10:08 PM 

Yeah, because none of us break the ToS either do we? Nexon would seriously ROFL if you expect them to take that 
serious.. .Hell even the Judges in a court would ROFL if they seen this. 

I /facepalm to whoever wrote that in the ToS. 

Actually, I'm pretty sure that ToS counts as a legal binding... 

Orpheus 	 09-14-2010, 10:10 PM I 

Actually, I'm pretty sure that ToS counts as a legal binding... 

And Nexons ToS is not? Plus you don't even need to register here to see everything... 

  

Joshina 
	

09-14-2010, 10:11 PM 

And Nexons ToS is not? Plus you don't even need to register here to see everything... 

You need to register to buy BT.. 

  

Orpheus 	 09-14-2010, 10:27 PM 

You need to register to buy BT.. 

True, but doesn't he sell it other places or you can even risN him pay him then get it? Plus, you broke Nexons ToS first, 
Nexon would be breaking the ToS to protect them selves. Nexon would be able afford some of the best Lawyers and no 
matter what they would win, unless someone here is making more then Nexon which obviously not happening. Though, 
Nexon obviously doesn't care about any of this anyways. 

- 
ChaosWZ 	 09-14-2010, 10:32 PM 

I suppose nothing is stopping them, but I doubt you will see a Mod or Admin post here. I suppose BT is protected well 
enough to keep It from being unpacked, although Waffle has already stated to have done this. 

' He may have tried, the GKs dupex a/b's ... Even the anti-ban feature falls 1 

Post added at 10:32 PM 	 Previous post was at 10:30 PM 

unpacking has nothing to do with cracking BT. the auth is entirely based on .net encryption with all server sided checks. 
anyone who tells u they unpacked and cracked BT Is a troll and seeking attention. 

OH YEAH .NET ENCRYPTION WITH ALL SERVER SIDED CHECKS! YOU GET EM BIZARRO! (I only have a relative idea of 
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Orpheus 09-15-2010, 12:04 AM 

Nexon is rich. Why do they care about a few smarter ppl who "cheat". Nexon doesn't cares. At the end of the day, 
hackers get te levels/meso, w8 gets money and Nexon gets a shetload of money. Its a triple-win situation. So I wonder 
why Nexon even cares about updating hacks. Flacks don't hurt their profit do they? Maybe a few legits quit, but they 
will still get a shetload right? 

I know they don't care, it says that at the end of my post. o.o 

They do care about Private Servers and Exploits.. .I've been around hacks since around v2x and I it seems now they 
finally hit the stage of "Don't care" when it comes to hacks like when they use to actually patch Bypasses all the damn 
time and even just normal "bot" programs that didn't even have hacks on them. Though I expect them patch BP 
sometime soon because of the abusing on Horntail. 
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what this means, but I know you're doing a good job. I also like cheering for things! :D) 

Infinitez 	 09-14-2010, 10:43 PM I 

doubt the terms of service means anything. Private servers have terms of service that whoever enters the site cannot 
I be affiliated with Nexon and whatever. A huge corporation like Nexon takes those ToS as a joke. 

itznoob 	 09-14-2010, 10:54 PM 

I True, but doesn't he sell it other places or you can even MSN him pay him then get it? Plus, you broke Nexons ToS first, 
1 Nexon would be breaking the ToS to protect them selves. Nexon would be able afford some of the best Lawyers and no 

I
• matter what they would win, unless someone here is making more then Nexon which obviously not happening. Though, 
Nexon obviously doesn't care about any of this anyways. 
Nexon is rich. Why do they care about a few smarter ppl who "cheat". Nexon doesn't cares. At the end of the day, 
hackers get te levels/meso, w8 gets money and Nexon gets a shetload of money. Its a triple-win situation. So I wonder 
why Nexon even cares about updating hacks. Flacks don't hurt their profit do they? Maybe a few legits quit, but they 

12N I I I still get a shetload right? 

Mimat 	 09-14-2010, 10:57 PM 

suppose nothing is stopping them, but I doubt you will see a Mod or Admin post here. I suppose BT Is protected well 
enough to keep It from being unpacked, although Waffle has already stated to have done this. 
I actually know Waffle, and we talk sometimes and no he hasn't cracked it. *twitch twitch* I guess Nexon is to cheap 
to purchase BT and patch it, or they don't care because it doesn't bother legit players. 

Cataclysmic 	 09-14-2010, 11:04 PM 

From what I was reading, the methods of BT's DupeX and GK's DupeX are completely different, one fails and one 
doesent, guess which. 

I actually know Waffle, and we talk sometimes and no he hasn't cracked it. *twitch twitch* I guess Nexon is to cheap 
to purchase BT and patch it, or they don't care because it doesn't bother legit players. 

I said he unpacked it. Unpacking and cracking are two totally different things. 

vince 	 09-15-2010, 12:20 AM 

Some of us buy NX to buy pets to use Pet item vac to hack using Vip/BT? :D Some of us also buy 2x cards to speed up I 
leveling and such beyond with hacks? :0 We buy NX to hack better. 	 1 

Polomaka 	 09-15-2010, 12:58 A-P-1- 1 

I don't think on a lvsl that a HACKING's site ToS would win against such a company like nexon.. or to be honest, any 
company. 

lonerboy 	 09-15-2010, 05:41 AM I 

alithough Nexon would never admit to it, the fact is they make a shyt load of money from sites like this by selling NX, 
not to mention the fact that without hacks of somesort they would loose about 1 million players who find the fun of the 
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game is acually attempting to find glitches, exploits, etc... the problem they had were back when hacks were all public 
and it was a freek show game with 70% hackers. if they took away the ability for BT or all these many different forum 
VIP's then things would just be public again and that would create issues and they would have to rethink their use of 
hackshield and recode the entire game, I dont know if they really even understand how much they make In NX sales 
because of sites just like this one.... but its alot! they are truly the ones who see the largest benifit from all the maple 
related sites around the world  because at the end of the day  it ALLLLLLL goes to them by more people playing 
the game and more people buying NX.... 

             

  

I Cataclysmic 	 09-15-2010, 06:19 AM 
! Naha must have misread's ,  Although I'm certain the methods of vaccing mobs are different, they made it look like a 1 
I cloned version. With traditional fast dupex mobs don't freeze, same with slow dupex. From what I've gathered (Due to 
; the creation of slow dupex) the speed at which the mobs are vacced affects auto ban, hence slow dupex to avoid bans. 
The GKs made the mobs freeze whicl? like bizarro's dupex improves efficiency and decreases the chance of auto ban due 

; to vaccing too fast. Or at least so It goes from various reading/lurking/sneaking into bizarro's comp at night and stealing 
his hard drive. (If that actually happened it wasn't me, I swear D:) 

Yea, I found a conversation between Blaze and Hefty on pastebin. Pastebin search ftw. 

             

             

   

pop123 
	

09-15-2010, 07:39 AM 

Though I expect them patch BP sometime soon because of the abusing on Horntall. 
wtf are u talking about man? why would u bp ht?!?!?! 

— 

             

 

I BrennerCampos 	 09-15-2010,.07:44 AM 

1 allthough Nexon would never admit to it, the fact Is they make a shyt load of money-from sites like this by selling NX, 
i not to mention the fact that without hacks of somesort they would loose about 1 million players who find the fun of the 
'game is acually attempting to find glitches, exploits, etc... the problem they had were back when hacks were all public 
and it was a freek show game with 70% hackers. If they took away the ability for BT or all these many different forum 

1VIP's then things would just be public again and that would create issues and they would have to rethink their use of 
hackshield and recode the entire game, I dont know if they really even understand how much they make in NX sales 
because of sites just like this one.... but its alot! they are truly the ones who see the largest benifit from all the maple 
related sites around the world  because at the end of the day  it ALLLLLLL goes to them by more people playing 
the game and more people buying NX.... 

!Very true, I definitely think their number one concern Is money, which comes from NX. They never used to be this way. 
II remember a time when there was no cash shop! But they're growing hungrier and hungrier for money every day cuz 
they know it's extremely easy money. Games like maplestory (essentially "free" games) are getting like 100x the money 
from games like WoW that requires a monthly subscription and nothing else. It's getting to the point where if you don't 
buy loads of NX, you really have an unfair advantage in the game. They're sorta forcing you without forcing you, like 

1  with the DB skill scrolls. it's starting to sicken me, but hey what can you do.... 

             

             

   

BrandonMS 
	

09-15-2010, 09:28 AM 

-Patched 

   

Spetsnaz 	 09-15-2010, 09:52 AM 

well I like, 4/10 4 people will actually keep buying bt, cuz no point on buy it, like me im like fuck it 

          

          

 

lonerboy 	 09-15-2010, 09:58 AM 

well I like, 4/10 4 people will actually keep buying bt, cuz no point on buy it, like me im like fuck It 

are you nuts.... this will only make BT more rare... the more they patch, the more valueable BT becomes (this is not my 
opinion....this has been FACT over 3 years of history), Bizarro/Xentar is the man plus a bag chips and when everybody 

Lhas nothing and all becomes patched 	 those who have BT become gods (this is fact!) 

             

Erichin 	 09-15-2010, 09:29 PM 

From what I was reading, the methods of BT's DupeX and GK's DupeX are completely different. 

I said he unpacked it. Unpacking and cracking are two totally different things. 
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I If that script I saw, its Vac 2.0, Vac 2.0 is not Dupex based, Vac 2.0 is not fixed Dupex. Its "Vac 2.0" complete diferent 
I from Dupex ( coding ) but same results. 

BrandonMS 	 09-15-2010, 10:03 PM 

I are you nuts.... this will only make BT more rare.., the more they patch, the more valueable BT becomes (this is not my 
; 

 
opinion... .this has been FACT over 3 years of history), Bizarro/Xentar is the man plus a bag chips and when everybody 
has nothing and all becomes patched  those who have BT become gods (this is fact!) 

I This on only your opinion because you have your hand in the bag of chips. 
I Seriously, I'm so sick of you talking about stuff like this. 
I You're seriously trying to say that because BP got patched, that now the trainer is more valuable? You sir, are nuts. 
I This is a business transaction on my end, if Fm not making something from the trainer, It doesn't make sense to buy it. 
I wont be buying it after this subscription ends if something epic isn't released. 

1 1 Wild 

!This on only your opinion because you have your hand in the bag of chips. 

!

Seriously, I'm so sick of you talking about stuff like this. 
You're seriously trying to say that because BP got patched, that now the trainer is more valuable? You sir, are nuts. 

; This is a business transaction on my end, if I'm not making something from the trainer, It doesn't make sense to but it. 
II wont be buying it after this subscription ends if something epic isn't released. 

ID) I think you have some spoiled brats on your hands now 

MovEax 	 09-16-2010, 12:22 AM1 

Then why bitch? Bizzaro, to my knowledge HAS been one of the true few who has kept a decent arsenal of hacks 
around. 

klock 	 09-16-2010, 01:32 AM 

I believe that in a few days we will get hacks updated or hopefully some new ones xD 

Mlmat 	 09-17-2010, 04:41 AM 

BP was a wonderful hack, that I enjoyed since V85 and wished it was kept private. Its been a public hack for a couple of 
months, a hack like this we should be grateful even stayed around this long. Well you have to remember that Bizarro is 
one of the best Maplestory hackers right now, as well as one of the oldest I am sure he has many things to come. So 
give it a few days until the update. 

Post added at 08:41 AM 	 Previous post was at 08:40 AM 

If that script I saw, its Vac 2.0, Vac 2.0 is not Dupex based, Vac 2.0 is not fixed Dupex. Its "Vac 2.0" complete diferent 
from Dupex ( coding ) but same results. 
Wrong.... Vac 2.0 is dupex, just with some changes to bypass the a/b system... 

- - 

Suseke 	 09-17-2010, 06:38 AM , 

Lol any website with any amount of sense would know to discourage nexon's people from registering an account. I 
suppose there are technicalities though. 

rinnd92 	 09-17-2010, 10:27 PM i   

I This on only your opinion because you have your hand in the bag of chips. 
;Seriously, I'm so sick of you talking about stuff like this. 
!You're seriously trying to say that because BP got patched, that now the trainer is more valuable? You sir, are nuts. 
I This is a business transaction on my end, if I'm not making something from the trainer, It doesn't make sense to buy it. 
I I wont be buying it after this subscription ends if something epic isn't released. 

I "see, you think I give a shit. Wrong. In fact, while you talk, I'm thinking; How can I give less of shit? That's why I look 
Interested. "  

09-15-2010, 10:11 PM 
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You agreed to "http://www.w8baby.com/T0S.html ". Take a look and drop your jaws. "I don't wanna sit around watching 
you 'give it your best.' Either stop sucking or get the **** out of the way." 

You don't make any sense. If I were lonerboy, I would have sent a prorated refund and refused service to you , put a 
ban on your forum account. And give a suggestion of other hacking sites that he can get that are 100x more useless. 

Here is what I see: 
If you don't do this, then I will do this. <-a threat 
Doesn't seem to be loyal, you don't trust the site to produce quality hacks. You think it is all over. You think since some 
BT hacks got patched, BT got owned. Bizzaro can't control if Nexon patches them. Nor can any other alternative crap 
site. 
How did you say this: 
If you don't give us better hacks, I will not buy again. This is due to the fact I need more money for PMS pads. 

That right there is not a trusted member. 

Powered by vBulletin® Version 4.1.8 Copyright C) 2012 vBulletin Solutions, Inc. All rights reserved. 
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..Why cant w8 have a Private server section? 	 page 1 of 2 

Why cant w8 have a Private server section? 
Printable View 

Painitachi 
	

09-20-2010, 10:54 AM 

Why cant w8 have a Private server section? 

Im just wondering why? 

lonerboy 
	 09-20-2010, 11:03 AM 

because there are Certain things that the admire of this site feel are just "off limits" here because its infringing to point that they believe is wrong.— MX hacking, Private 
Servers, etc are just not allowed, you may say well hacking/coding/botting talk is in the same categorf but the fact is.— its a free game and most these things no not hurt 
Nexon's income (but rather help it, even if they wont admit It)... boding is something that can be done with a pro gaming mouse bought from bestbuy, etc. but Private 
Servers are 100% unquestionably infringing and potentially could harm their income, NX would be in this same category. Not that I know anything because Im just a NIB 
but I think these are the reasons why.... 

• Painitachi 
	

09-20-2010, 11:05 AM 

Quote: 

Originally Posted by lonerboy 411  

because there are certain things that the admins of this site feel are just "off limits"here because its infringing to point that they believe is wrong.... NX 
hacking, Private Servers, etc are just not allowed. you may say well hacking/coding/bolting talk Is in the same category but the fact is.— its a free game and 
most these things no not hurt Nexon's income (but rather help it, even If they wont admit It)... bolting Is something that can be done with a pro gaming mouse 
bought from best/say etc but Private Servers are 100% unquestionably infringing and potentially could harm their income, NX would be In this same category. 
Not 1/sat! know anything because iminst a NIB bail think these are the reasons why... 

Okay kk makes sence. Thanks for qua reply. 

Haxereth 
	

09-20-2010, 11:06 AM 

what DJ said. Nexon would crack down on w8baby if we had private servers. Like 29084984984 times more. And this has been answered a lot before I think. Grate on 
getting unbanned for scamming for the 3rd time. Fail. 

nemOasdf 
	

09-20-2010, 12:34 PM 

Quote: 

Originally Posted by lonerboy 411  

because there are certain things that the admins of this site feel are just "off&nits' here because its infringing to point that they believe is wrong.... NX 
(sacking, Private Servers, etc are just not afro wad. you may say well hacking/coding/botting talk is in the same category but the fact Is—. its a free game and 
most these things no not hurt Noon's income (but rather help it even if they wont admit it)... bolting is something that can be done with a pro gaming mouse 
bought from best/say, etc but Private Servers are 100% unquestionably infringing and potentially could harm their Income, NX would be in this same category. 
Not that! know anything because im just a NIB but I think these are the reasons why.... 

A simple answer is that Neon can use DMCA to bring down w8 if private servers/attachments are available on this site. 
This is what happened to the legendary CEF last year. 

Ehab 
	

09-20-2010, 04:04 PM 

ragezone is already there for pserver developments 
not advertising anyway, but if you want a good site for pserver, ragezone Is the place for you. 

Selena Gomez 
	 09-20-2010, 04:26 PM 

Quote: 

Originally Posted by Painftachi'll 

Okay /k makes sence. Thanks for quck reply. 

What DJ said. love w8:) 

I searched google for the definitions of "sence" and "qua" 
And this is what I found: 

http://www.gamersoul.com/forums/printthread.php?t- ---27078&pp=14&page-1 
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Urban Dictionary: sence 
You fall 

XTCHouseMafia 
	

09-20-2010, 04:46 PM 

Quote: 

Originally Posted by oemeasdf 41  

A simple answer is that Nexon can use DMCA to bring down w8 ifprivate servers/attachments am available on this site. 
This is what happened to the legendary CEF last year. 

Was It only a year ago? Seems like Its been forever since CEF dosed shop! But yeah I definitely think it was the pservers listed all over hell that did CEF In! 

Crash 
	

09-20-2010, 04:59 PM 

Quote: 

Originally Posted by Selena Gomez 41  

What 01 said. love w8 

• I seanched googie for the definitions of "sence" and "puck" 
And this Is what I found: 
Urbari Dictionaly: sence 
You fall 

Everything you post Is &Rook 

But w8baby Is hosted on hIchina I'm pretty sure they say Fuck you to DMCA 

NameChange  

Ahh, CEF D: CEF's RS = beast 

09-22-2010, 07:42 AM 

 

All times are GMT -4. The time now 15 03:12 PM. 
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10-25-2010, 11:44 PM LazyGamer 

darien31118 10-25-2010, 11:49 PM 

10-25-2010, 11:51 PM Sprite 

scottkurack 	 10-25-2010, 11:53 PM 

nubs it doesnt mean it be patch could go the way of the bp and last months 

Well, It's just a regular check every tuesday. I hope they won't change anything than "MAYBE" patching the DMG hack. 
It's like 70-80% possible it will be patched, but the world will never know(except nexon). 

derp derp hide yo chars hide yo items they patchin everythin up in here. Its pretty obvious it wouldn't last long =/ 
theres already many threads about It being patched no need to add more fuel to the fire. 

just a warning to make as much as u can! 

1991s Damage Hack gonna be gone soon! [Archive] - GamerSoul - Where Gaming—Meets Magic page 1 of 8 

This is Google's cache of http://www.gamersoul.com/forums/archive/index.php/t-31792.html .  It is a snapshot of the 
page as it appeared on Jan 8, 2012 18:05:43 GMT. The current page  could have changed in the meantime. Learn  
more 
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GamerSoul - Where Gaming—Meets Magic  » MapleStory  > GMS  > GMS Hack Releases  > Ancient Releases  > 199k 
Damage Hack gonna be gone soon! 

[EPA 
View Full Version: 199k Damage Hack gonna be gone soon!  

darien3111.8 

Dear Players, 

10-25-2010, 11:43 PM] 

We will be performing a game update on all game servers on October 26th. During this period, MapleStory will be 
unavailable. Game update will last approximately 8Hours. 

Thank you for your patience, and we apologize for the inconvenience. 

-Time- 

Pacific: 10:00 PM - 6:00 AM, Tuesday, October 26th, 2010 
Eastern: 1:00 AM - 9:00 AM, Wednesday, October 27th, 2010 

7oshy 

[Oh noes I was going to buy bt next week! 

   

10-25-2010, 11:54 PM 1  

Selena Gomez 

cross our fingers it won't get patched 
only made a Ivi 75 even :( 

looking to make 2-3 more! 

   

10-25-2010, 11:55 PM 

     

liCaptain 	 10-26-2010, 12:09 AM 

I dont even know what everyone is flipping out about. BT is only ttrainer that has the hack even. The only chance of It 
getting patched If some gk self righteous jealous noobs send the shit to nexon saying "omg gk doesnt have this patch 
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; it" 
Bp lasted months and that was spread all over the hacking community. 
Besides noones exploiting this as much as expected. 

I Chill out. Game Update is most likely involving the Halloween event.. 

r- I TctwIns 
I no cause the halloween event is set to end november 3rd patch. 

10-26-2010, 12:11 AM 

10-26-2010, 03:03 AM 

10-26-2010, 12:22 AM XxBrandonxX 

no because the halloween event is set to end on the november 3rd patch. 

If your going to argue with someone with a great argument get your grammar right please. 
I doubt its going to be patched, its been out for just days, and nexon is pretty slow and lazy. 
If it gets patched aww well, it was fun while it lasted. But like stated previously in pretty much every thread so far, by 
people with common sense, BP was very popular, enough so that the common mapler knew about it. Right now this 
hack is BARELY known in the hacking community, basically just us. 
On top of that it is bizzaro's trainer only, so everyone using public hacks don't even have it, that restricts it down to the 
hundreds of us that DO have it. 

DaWorldStops 

I hope it gets patched. 

i lonerboy 10-26-2010, 03:08 AM 

lolmoney 10-26-2010, 03:17 AM1 

I will say this once for those who just dont get it.— do acually believe that Blzarro has released his only pro hack ever? 
people say for years now "ohhhh noes hacking is gone foreba" 	 "BP is gone, ohhh noes" 	 lets take a poll and see 
whos experienced BT over the course of years (not months) and we can let those few people tell you to just shutttt 
upppp already... I say ...."have no fear, Bizarro is here" 

I was there was a "UKE" button instead of a Reply button so I can just like what you just said, !ma°. 

I will say this once for those who just dont get it.— do acually believe that Bizarro has released his only pro hack ever? 
people say for years now "ohhhh noes hacking is gone foreba" 	 "BP is gone, ohhh noes" 	 lets take a poll and see 
whos experienced BT over the course of years (not months) and we can let those few people tell you to just shutttt 
upppp already... i say ...."have no fear, Bizarro is here" 

darien31118 	 10-26-2010, 12:20 AM I 

lot this is nexons plan, they make mini update and know we needa switch adress for the hacks and in the time they fnd 
the hack and fix it. 

In nerd terms: GF YOU 

LegacyPandaZ 	 10-26-2010, 03:22 AM 

i will say this once for those who just dont get it.... do acually believe that Bizarr° has released his only pro hack ever? 
people say for years now "ohhhh noes hacking Is gone foreba" 	 "BP is gone, ohhh noes" 	 lets take a poll and see 
whos experienced BT over the course of years (not months) and we can let those few people tell you to just shutttt 
upppp already... I say ...."have no fear, Bizarro is here" 

Strongly agree =) 

r- 
Incanumix 	 10-26-2010, 03:25 AM 

I *Oh noes* It's going to be patched. 

[

Who the .fk cares...I do. 
It might take Bizarr° months to bring in another good hack, some of us don't last on the Internet very long. 

r--  
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DaWorldStops 10-26-2010, 03:54 AM 

Everyone is all about BT, but I would be way happy alone just to use Karni. Cam should put it on its own. Fix it so you 
don't fly out of maps and friggin raise the price of VIP. 

199k Damage Hack gonna be gone soon! [Archive] - GamerSoul - Where Gaming—Meets Magic page 3 of 8 

lolmoney 	 10-26-2010, 03:27 AM 

*Oh noes* It's going to. be patched. 
Who the fk cares.. .1 do. 
It might take Bizarro months to bring In another good hack, some of us don't last on the Internet very long without leet 
hax 

Corrected* 

LazyGamer 	 10-26-2010, 03:30 AM1 

bt itself is 1337 enough even without dmg hack. im sure u guys know bizz brought back full map vaccing when everyone 
i thought it was patched.. y are people so greedy. hell I'd be happy with just godmode and vac and loot :D dmg hack was 
I fun while it lasted though. 

rincanumix 

Corrected* 

Nty, how I typed it was correct, you know what I mean.... 
I When Bizarro releases a 10x exp hack, thats the day maple ends.... 
Still waiting for it... 

10-26-2010, 03:30 AM 

lonerboy 

Nty, how I typed It was correct, you know what I mean.... 
When Bizarro releases a 10x exp hack, thats the day maple ends.... 
Still waiting for it... 

10-26-2010, 03:36 AM 

lets think for one minute that Di might acually know something you dont... 

DaWorldStops 	 10-26-2010,03:38 AM 

Listen guys, hacks come and go, but everytime they come they get better and better. So think of it like this, if this does 
get patched. something better will come 

lonerboy 	 10-26-2010, 03:48 AM 

i'ill say again that another footnote to all this is the fact that bingbang is right around the corner (by year end at the 
latest they keep saying) and with it will bring the end of everything for a certain time except for the two people still 
active in the world who have the ability's to overcome it swiftly (Bizarro & Cam) .... HINT: now would be a very good 
and smart time to make SURE you are one of the people who maintain an active BT license (and thats all ima say about 

I that). 

gerf 	 10-26-2010, 09:53 AI:11 

; Big bang is going be a hackers paradise or nightmare depending on what they did to the coding. But I am leaning 
!towards paradise since nexon is half retarded when it comes to new content. There are going to be bugs galore to 
i exploit. Either way I can't wait to see it. 

— 

lonerboy 	 10-26-2010, 10:03 AM 

Big bang is going be a hackers paradise or nightmare depending on what they did to the coding. But I am leaning 
towards paradise since nexon is half retarded when it comes to new content. There are going to be bugs galore to 
exploit. Either way I can't wait to see it. 

' it will only be a paradise after people can adapt, find, rewrite all the code (and I mean everything!) 	the ones who 
can read asm like a schoolboys book (1E: Cam or Bizzaro) will easily be able to refind, redo everything..., most others 
will spend months doing this OR wait until Cam or Bizarr° release things in order for them to try and reverse it. 
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ChuckBass 	 10-26-2010, 10:03 AM 

hope it doesn't get patched, but yeh no point speculating we will just find out tomorrow. Bedtime for me :D 

Llani 	 10-26-2010, 10:21 AM 

I will say this once for those who just dont get it.... do acually believe that Bizarro has released his only pro hack ever? 
people say for years now "ohhhh noes hacking is gone foreba" 	 "BP is gone, ohhh noes" 	 lets take a poll and see 
whos experienced BT over the course of years (not months) and we can let those few people tell you to just shutttt 
upppp already... I say ...."have no fear, Bizarro is here" 
Lol Im loving some of dj's quote haha. 
Ontopic:We all know how nexon is they wont pacth it at the 1st try. 

Haxereth 	 10-26-2010, 10:57 AM 

ill say again that another footnote to all this is the fact that bingbang is right around the corner (by year end at the 
latest they keep saying) and with it will bring the end of everything for a certain time except for the two people still 
active in the world who have the ability's to overcome it swiftly (Bizarro & Cam) .... HINT: now would be a very good 
and smart time to make SURE you are one of the people who maintain an active BT license (and thats all ima say about 
that). 

Please don't say stuff like this unless you mean it. You ALWAYS say stuff like this. Yes good stuff may be coming out. 
But I hate how you say cough cough BT (or VIP) will close to new subscribers cough cough but it doesn't happen. It 
NEEDS to happen so maplestory is not screwed up by 189049084908484.5 people with godly hacks and so stuff gets 
patched slower. The price of BT and VIP needs to be FREAKING RAISED. It was an extremely good deal when I paid 
$115 for 2 account access and I dont see why it needs to be lowered to $55 for up to 12. 

for people who dont read paragraphs: 

BT and VIP should be closed to new subscribers forever then we can slowly weed out the leechers. At least BT. Because 
then everybody would still have a chance to get decent hacks. Although exploits should come in a VIP+ that is closed to 

, 	new subs. 

BT and VIP's prices are too freaking cheap. 

Items in maplestory are down as low as 10% of what they used to be in the last 4 months. 

Andrew is da bomb. 

yup :( 

Polomaka 10-26-2010, 11:39 AM 

Please don't say stuff like this unless you mean it. You ALWAYS say stuff like this. Yes good stuff may be coming out. 
But I hate how you say cough cough BT (or VIP) will close to new subscribers cough cough but it doesn't happen. It 
NEEDS to happen so maplestory is not screwed up by 189049084908484.5 people with godly hacks and so stuff gets 
patched slower. The price of BT and VIP needs to be FREAKING RAISED. It was an extremely good deal when I paid 
$115 for 2 account access and I dont see why it needs to be lowered to $55 for up to 12. 

for people who dont read paragraphs: 

BT and VIP should be closed to new subscribers forever then we can slowly weed out the leechers. At least BT. Because 
then everybody would still have a chance to get decent hacks. Although exploits should come in a VIP+ that is closed to 
new subs. 

BT and VIP's prices are too freaking cheap. 

Items in maplestory are down as low as 10% of what they used to be in the last 4 months. 

Andrew is da bomb. 
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yup :( 
Not everyone has the money to spend over $100 a month for a game. 
$55 is already expensive for some people, if I say "I have BT" they are like "woah its so godly but so expensive". 
I use bt I just didnt activate my license till 90.3 and my forum time hag expired. 
And when did you buy BT for $115? o-o 
Take it like that, mapiestory godly hacks used to be $10-20 if I understood it right (xentare and shit), but yes, I do 
believe they should close it for members there didn't purchase before NOT because I bought it twice, but because I think 
that the dmg hacks and shit are getting posted because those noobs that buy bt just go outside on hene and attack 
mobs so people make ss's of it, they don't bot or kill boss's with friends or alone, they go public with it. 
I believe andrew has to close subs for new comers but the prices should stay that way. 

Rollandrick 	 10-26-2010, 11:44 AM 

BT can generate a billion mesos/day. That's $50/day for an initial $55 investment. Of course, that's after setting up the 
Initial accounts needed. Of course, with the damage hack I can go to ToT as early as 70/80 on my pure dex TB, which 
requires a prior investment of only about 20 hours on lx. 

Polomaka 	 10-26-2010, 11:49 AM 

BT can generate a billion mesos/day. That's $50/day for an initial $55 investment. Of course, that's after setting up the 
initial accounts needed. Of course, with the damage hack I can go to ToT as early as 70/80 on my pure dex TB, which 
requires a prior investment of only about 20 hours on lx. 
what the heck should you do with a pure dex tb? 
Like just farm? 
I will also make one if dmg hack wont be patched. 
btw, what equips do you need for it and such? 
Oh and, I heard kami + gvac = lday ban? 

Haxereth 	 10-26-2010, 12:56 PM 

Not everyone has the money to spend over $100 a month for a game. 
$55 is already expensive for some people, if I say "I have BT" they are like "woah its so godly but so expensive". 
I use bt I just dldnt activate my license till 90.3 and my forum time has expired. 
And when did you buy BT for $115 ? o-o 
Take it like that, maplestory godly hacks used to be $10-20 If I understood it right (xentare and shit), but yes, I do 
believe they should close it for members there didn't purchase before NOT because I bought It twice, but because I think 
that the dmg hacks and shit are getting posted because those noobs that buy bt just go outside on hene and attack 
mobs so people make ss's of it, they don't bot or kill boss's with friends or alone, they go public with it. 
I believe andrew has to close subs for new corners but the prices should stay that way. 

one bt for $60. second one for $55. 

And EXACTLY IF ITS TOO EXPENSIVE FOR MOST PEOPLE.... MOST PEOPLE WONT BUY IT. Its not for everybody to have 
because its a GOOD HACK. I made more with just 1 BT 4 months ago than I do now with 15. 

Polomaka 	 10-26-2010, 02:42 PM 

one bt for $60. second one for $55. 

And EXACTLY IF ITS TOO EXPENSIVE FOR MOST PEOPLE.... MOST PEOPLE WONT BUY IT. It's not for everybody to have 
because It's a GOOD HACK. I made more with just 1 BT 4 months ago than I do now with 15. 
Well obviously Andrew wanted more people to have it = more money. 

Haxereth 	 10-26-2010, 04:32 PM 

Well obviously Andrew wanted more people to have it = more money. 

but I think It may change soon. It's turning every decent spot into crap. Plus if I want to make the same money I was 
before I have to spend 10-15 times the time. 

I Tctwins 	 10-26-2010, 04:52-P—N1-1 

If your going to argue with someone with a great argument get your grammar right please. 
I doubt its going to be patched, its been out for just days, and nexon is pretty slow and lazy. 

!If it gets patched aww well, it was fun while it lasted. But like stated previously in pretty much every thread so far, by 
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people with common sense, BP was very popular, enough so that the common mapier knew about it. Right now this 
hack Is BARELY known in the hacking community, basically just us. 
On top of that it is bizzaro's trainer only, so everyone using public hacks don't even have it, that restricts it down to the 
hundreds of us that DO have it. 

In nerd terms: GF YOU 
Dude shut the hell up, I don't care how I type on this forum, if I wanted to be corrected by the grammar police I would 
of thought I was on basilmarket forums. You jack off. I hope it doesnt get patched, but it probally will very soon. Stay 
positive all you want. You can even pray. But it will be patched soon. I hope not :/. 

Wanna fight? Bring it on you degenerate little punk. 

_J-- 

Polomaka 	 10-26-2010, 05:46 PM 

but I think it may change soon. It's turning every decent spot into crap. Plus if I want to make the same money I was 
before I have to spend 10-15 times the time. 
Well I don't think Andrew will give a shit about ONE members opinion.. 
Sowwie 
But I like It how it is now about the prices, $5 wont change it. 
+ BT is only valuable because of the DMG hack we currently have, and 10% because of the graflty vac. 
70% chance dmg hack is patched tomorrow. 

ItzProxy 	 10-26-2010, 05:56 PM 

Meh, Cam and Bizzaro know a lot more pro hacks to come... 

itznoob 	 10-26-2010, 06:57 PM] 

I like Big Bang. It really suits the name, ya know? It's gonna be the end of MS as we know it and a start of a new 
beginning. Everything will be re-writeen. Like the begining of the world, everything starts as nothing. There will be no 
hacks. But soon, one star. one sun, one 1337 coder will emerge to bring the light. Then the ill planet [wanna bee 
coders] will steal that light and leech and rip it over and over and over again. As more planets emerge, the sun's light 
will go lower and lower and morals go down and down as more planets abbsorb it. They claim they produce the little 
light they have. They claim they are needed, that the light is just a source. But no matter what the sun/elite coder will 
remain the top. If the sun falls, all the planets die. [Guess who the sun is? :P] I probably will quit MS, but just stay on 
w8 to see how this goes. 

????? ??? ? 

	

10-26-2010, 07:12 PM 

This might actually not be the damage hack. Unless Nexon fired all their workers and got new smarter and faster 

I. coders/workers. 

1—  
Rollandrick 	 10-26-2010, 07:22 PM [  

Oh, and we need price controls in Yellonde. Bring PoT back up to 6m or something. 

Haggii 	 10-26-2010, 07:28 PM 

Oh, and we need price controls in Yellonde. Bring POT back up to 6m or something. 

Scania is going to 2mils now D: 
fm sells for 3mil 

Haxereth 	 10-27-2010, 01:28 AM 

Well I don't think Andrew will give a shit about ONE members opinion.. 
Sowwie 
But I like it how it is now about the prices, $5 wont change it. 
+ BT is only valuable because of the DMG hack we currently have, and 10% because of the graflty vac. 

I 70% chance dmg hack is patched tomorrow. 

you were able to make 1.5b a day easy with just one account and NEVER had to worry about a ban. 

; and it's not just one person. Just not a lot of people used to have BT a while ago., when we weren't aloud to say we had 
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it. But some other people miss those times as well. And I dont use gravity hack and only was using dmg hack on 4 
I accounts out of 12-15. Kami is all you need. 

Inca numix 
	

10-27-2010, 05:30 AM 

Well I don't think Andrew will give a shit about ONE members opinion.. 
Sowwie 
But I like it how it is now about the prices, $5 wont change it. 
+ BT is only valuable because of the DMG hack we currently have, and 10% because of the grafity vac. 
70% chance dmg hack is patched tomorrow. 

One opinion? 
*Cough, 2 cough cough 2 cough 2* 

you were able to make 1.5b a day easy with just one account and NEVER had to worry about a ban. 

and it's not just one person. Just not a lot of people used to have BT a while ago.. when we weren't aloud to say we had 
it. But some other people miss those times as well. And I dont use gravity hack and only was using dmg hack on 4 
accounts out of 12-15. Kami is all you need. 

I agree with what your trying to say. 
ALOT of noobs are decreasing their prices to get rid of their PoT's, but that's srsly ruining the econmy, if they just wait a 
bit longer, those idiots would relise that they would make more money from selling them for the same as anybody else. 
BT price should raise, or only allow certain pplz, to join. 
E.G. = People who have bought BT in the past. *Cough, ME cough everyone, Cough everyone* 

— 

F. 
itznoob 

One opinion? 
*Cough, 2 cough cough 2 cough 2* 

10-27-2010, 07:54 AM 

I agree with what your trying to say. 
I ALOT of noobs are decreasing their prices to get rid of their PoT's, but that's srsiy ruining the econmy, if they just wait a 
bit longer, those idiots would reuse that they would make more money from selling them for the same as anybody else. 
BT price should raise, or only allow certain pplz, to join. 
E.G. = People who have bought BT in the past. *Cough, ME cough everyone, Cough everyone* 
ya know adding cough doesn't really do anything. 0,0 

lonerboy 10-27-2010, 08:09 AM 

  

I like Big Bang. It really suits the name, ya know? It's gonna be the end of MS as we know it and a start of a new 
beginning. Everything will be re-writeen. Like the begining of the world, everything starts as nothing. There will be no 
hacks. But soon, one star, one sun, one 1337 coder will emerge to bring the light. Then the Ill planet [wanna bee 
coders] will steal that light and leech and rip it over and over and over again. As more planets emerge, the sun's light 
will go lower and lower and morals go down and down as more planets abbsorb it. They claim they produce the little 
light they have. They claim they are needed, that the light is just a source. But no matter what the sun/elite coder will 
remain the top. If the sun falls, all the planets die. [Guess who the sun is? :P] I probably will quit MS, but just stay on 
w8 to see how this goes. 

wow... its nice to see someone who's actually intelligent enough to realize the truth behind a statement like this.., the 
sun is and has always been Cam and Bizarro.... and I think it will be good to start from the beginning once again..., cant 
wait! :P 

imrockerman 	 10-27-2010, 09:59 AM 

ahh, guys, big bang won't be a new begginning for maplestory, big bang is just about the WZ's and some code, but 
maplestory not going to be rewritten.. 
im sure there will be new exploits and such but things won't get unpatched ( like pg and bp and even etc explosion.. ) 

• 

.TM 

; As of this patch/server check, damage hack still works. Please stop spreading rumors. 

10-27-2010, 03:05 PM 
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EXHIBIT F 
to 

DECLARATION OF MARC E. MAYER IN SUPPORT OF OPPOSITION 
TO MOTIONS OF DOUGLAS CRANE TO DISMISS FOR LACK OF 

JURISDICTION AND/OR TO TRANSFER VENUE 



RichleJai 03-02-2011, 09:17 AM 

Rollback incoming 
nexon fked up. i wouldnt really call it an exploit but there is something you can do to make quick & easy mesos 
Please dont release it into public if you already know what it is . 

omega76 03-02-2011, 09:21 AM 

  

Rollback Incoming 
nexon fked up. I wouldnt really call it an exploit but there is something you can do to make quick & easy mesos 
Please dont release it into public if you already know what it is . 

kill monsters! 

[

getting so much mesos and pot right now :) 
thx nexon for this exploit! 

Rollback Incoming [Archive] - GamerSoul - Where Gaming—Meets Magic page 1 of 11 

This is Google's cache of http://www.gamersoul.com/forums/archive/index.php/t-51806.html .  It is a snapshot of the 
page as it appeared on Jan 10, 2012 00:40:53 GMT. The current page  could have changed in the meantime. Learn 
more 

These search terms are highlighted: lonerboy nexon 	 Text-only version 

GamerSoul - Where Gaming-, Meets Magic  » MapieStory  > GMS  > GMS Discussion  > Rollback Incoming 

View Full Version : Rollback Incoming 

Kakuseikl 	 03-02-2011, 09:19 AM 

You say it you don't want it released, yet you're telling people about it. Nice logic. 

Mystery 	 03-02-2011, 09:20 AM 

By any chance would it be the "Crack of Dimension" exploit that just got released to the public? 

L_ 
-, Mystery 

F
bubbleszz 	 03-02-2011, 09:23 AM 

has something to do with mardi gras, I havent found it yet but im sure thats what it Is— 

symptoms 	 03-02-2011, 09:24 AM 

lol... Its all over basil obvious roll back 

Mystery 	 03-02-2011, 09:29 AM 

Eh - I doubt it will be a rollback - they didn't rollback for that huge mesos exploit the MG one. 

omega76 - I started to read and was believing it had something to do with mobs. Was like hmm intere....oh wait crap. 

And the actual exploit is over basil? 

RickandRoll 	 03-02-2011, 09:29 AM 

Sell sunset dews back to npc for easy profit. 

ContagiousPoop 	 03-02-2011, 09:31 AM 
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03-02-2011, 10:01 AM Xxrock 

L.
I 
Buy and sell Melting cheese not dews -.- dews run out per ch _ 

i*Unicorns 

I like how Nexon tries to help us and we always fuck them over. 

03-02-2011, 10:05 AM KarmaKing 

Buy and sell Melting cheese not dews -.- dews run out per ch 

so does every pot 

Post added at 07:05 AM 	 Previous post was at 07:04 AM 

I like how Nexon tries to help us and we always fuck them over. 

Don't confuse them self fucking themselves over for us fucking them over. 

03-02-2011, 10:04 AM 

Connorrr 

Would this work just using packets, logging the packets and then sending them on a timed delay? Rather than clicking 
all the time 

03-02-2011, 09:59 AM1 

Rollback Incoming [Archive] - GamerSoul - Where Gaming—Meets Magic 	 page 2 of 11 

Buy pots. Sell pots. Profit. 
- 

KarmaKing 	 03-02-2011, 09:32 AM] 

this Is a major exploit, more than the etc npc items from leafre was. Mules making 5mil + a min more if I click faster, 
and even more If I use BT to sell all use items. 

	  _J 
! symptoms 

1 By any chance would it be the "Crack of Dimension" exploit that just got released to the public? 

yes itsa specific thread that you pretty much cant miss, and they are talking about it iol 

03-02-2011, 09:32 AM 

lonerboy 	 03-02-2011, 09:48 AM 

this is true stuff .... good time to be a BT level 2 holder right now (BT 2 people are making billions hand over fist right 
now).... i dont think they will roll back for this .... but wohw....good times are here again!!!! :P 

I fablan162 	 03-02-2011, 09:52 AM] 
i 

Llziow come auto sell all use dc me when I have full Inv 1 
_ ...1 

1 bubbieszz 03-02-2011, 09:54 'AM1 

lim pretty sure this got hotfixed because it doesn't work for me. 	 i 
J 

• 

Unicorns 	 03-02-2011, 10:07 AM 

I Don't confuse them self fucking themselves over for us fucking them over. 
' 

inb4infraction. 
fuck. 

Uhmm 
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03-02-2011, 10:07 AM kwonsie 

Whats the best method for this o.,o 

03-02-2011, 10:10 AM Xxrock 

Melting cheese lets you buy consistently for me, the dews are running ouit is what I ment 1 

03-02-2011, 10:11 AM EmeCorp 

wtf.. will this get me hell banned?? hahaha.. I am thinking of stopping at the first lmli I get haha 
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I Does this have to be in a certain continent? NLC/Ludi/...? 

HAH NO INFRACTION. 
I Mains 

I KarmaKing 	 03-02-2011, 10:12 AM 

[whets highest npc pot? mapleaid In NLC? 

I Con norrr 	 03-02-2011, 10:17 AM 

I whats highest npc pot? mapleaid in NLC? 

I've just been in NLC, they're all out 
«■-_-_•-_-_-_-' 

r- 
I GeneraznXz 

I assume this has been fixed? Trying It out now and buy/resell back @ same price 

.layce 

assume this has been fixed? Trying it out now and buy/resell back @ same price 

They cant fix it without a sc... 

03-02-2011, 10:17 AM] 

03-02-2011, 10:21 AM I 

KarmaKIng 

I assume this has been fixed? Trying it out now and buy/resell back @ same price 

I Look at actual mesos spent, not the amount listed. 

GeneraznXz 	 03-02-2011, 10:23 AM 

That Is what I figured as well but I am @ the npc atm. bought 1 dew for 5100, sold back for 5100. 

ILEdit: Scratch that, I see It now. 

1 cazkaz 
	

03-02-2011, 10:27 AN-11 

Can someone please get me packets for selling/buying? :D lol 

omfgabriel 	 03-02-2011, 10:32 AM 

They cant fix it without a Sc... 

I I think they can. They can do drop rate changes instantly. 

    

symptoms 

 

03-02-2011, 10:34 A—M- 1 

03-02-2011, 10:23 AM 
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the bt rush crashes me guess I cant auto sell all of it at once :( 

ContagiousPoop 

The autoseller is in beta atm, AKA it's buggy. Just sell it manually. 

03-02-2011, 10:35 AM 

KarmaKing 	 03-02-2011, 10:35 AM 

think they can. They can do drop rate changes instantly. 
II am pretty sure that has to be done ahead of time. they might be able to fix it by doing a rolling maintenance like 3 
chans at a time. 

rDeMoon 	 03-02-2011, 10:42 AM 

In b4 emergency server check. 

L i hope this still is here when I get home. :( 

cazkaz 

5$ TO THE ONE THAT GETS ME BUYING AND SELLING PACKETS :d 

 

03-02-2011, 10:42 AM 

bubbleszz 	 03-02-2011, 10:46 AM 

Well lye been doing this for 15 minutes straight and its good money but my god I don't think my attention span can 
, handle it. 

aurealis 	 03-02-2011, 10:49 AM' 

this is true stuff .... good time to be a BT level 2 holder right now (BT 2 people are making billions hand over fist right 
now).... I dont think they will roll back for this .... but wohw....good times are here againlill :P 

Lol BT2 isn't helping me do the exploit though... Is there a way I can use BT2 to Its full advantage to make mesos with 
this? 0.0 

lonerboy 	 03-02-2011, 10:49 AM 

I fukkkkkkkk 	juts got permed in scania =\ watch out there onto us =\ 

r - 

I symptoms 
	

03-02-2011, 10:50 AM 

Lol BT2 isn't helping me do the exploit though... Is there a way I can use BT2 to its full advantage to make mesos with 
this? 0.0 

; doesnt seem to be, god im falling asleep constantly buying and selling pots xD 

bubbleszz 

lol lonerboy ): 

03-02-2011, 10:50 AM 

_ 

nickl3o1 	 03-02-2011, 10:54 AM I 
just made like 100m in like 15mins o_o 

-  
03-02-2011, 10:57 AM

„  

damn already? permed from botting? or doing the meso exploit? also what was the character level? :mad2: 

_ 
KarmaKing 	 03-02-2011, 10:59 Ai 

moonshine6456 

fukkkkkkkk 	juts got permed in scania = watch out there onto us =\ 
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KarmaKing  

Bot is now posted in the BT Section lets get rich boys. 

03-02-2011, 11:17 AM 

l*trollface* 
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1 I Hmmm I wonder if the cash shop pot shop sells out of sexy pots? 

DeMoon 

[This is not an exploit. Being able to do this simultaneously on multiple characters would be. :) 

03-02-2011, 11:07 AM 

 

lEckol 	 03-02-2011, 11:09 AM 

Dang you do get tired of buying/selling no point In bottlng today since, more likely a rollback. 

iLeeman 	 03-02-2011, 11:11 AM 

Looking for somel to release a bot :P 

3okic 
	

03-02-2011, 11:14 AMI 

can someone tell me where to buy the pots and sell the pots, if you dont wanna tell it here. please pm me. I will give 
you a reward:) 

bubbleszz 	 03-02-2011, 11:16 AM 

If you have a razer keyboard you can make a macro to sell and buy for you you just need to move the mouse. 

Thats what I did. 

cazkaz 

Bot Is now posted in the BT Section lets get rich boys. 

Really? Cause I cant see it -.- 

 

03-02-2011, 11:25 AM 

   

__ • 
lisard 	 03-02-2011, 11:25 AM] 

Bot is now posted In the BT Section lets get rich boys. 

Where. 

I lEckol 

Is It that IBot? 

03-02-2011, 11:27 AMI 

Jokic 

; I think were gonna get banned for this or maybe roll back'd :S 

 

03-02-2011, 11:28 AM 

,Yusunoha 

think were gonna get banned for this or maybe roll back'd :S 

I considering what has happened the last 24 hours, it will probably be a rollback 

; L and a few banns for the people who went serious with the potting 

03-02-2011, 11:35 AM 
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Jokic 	 03-02-2011, 12:11 PM 

Hime just posted that they are handing out bans for exploiters 

cazkaz 

I reporting In, made around 8bll so far 

I give me packets :d 

03-02-2011, 12:12 PM 

ORLY? 

http://forum.nexon.net/MapleStory/search/SearchResults.aspx?u=2136&o=DateDescending  
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selcuk 	 03-02-2011, 12:07 PM 

ugh not again :S... I hope we dont get rolibacked!!! 

symptoms 	 03-02-2011, 12:09 PM 

, ugh not again :S... I hope we dont get rollbacked!!! 
I people made billions with MG exploit, and the only server that got rolled back was what khani or something? im sure if 
1 they decide to do something about it today they wont do a roll back. it makes all the legits mad either way 

nicknoi 

i reporting in, made around 8bil so far 

03-02-2011, 12:09 PM 

symptoms 	 03-02-2011, 12:13 PM 

I Hime just posted that they are handing out bans for exploiters 
guess i should stop then :[? NAH! 

KarmaKing 	 03-02-2011, 12:15 PM 

Hlme just posted that they are handing out bans for exploiters 

!Leeman 

Need packets :0 

03-02-2011, 12:19 PM 

  

1 
nickl3o1 	 03-02-2011, 12:20 PM 

!ma°, who actually reads nexon forums zzz 

kaiko327 	 03-02-2011, 12:31 PM 

Was just selling pots In El Nath and got perm banned 	 

I was just about to hit max meso too :-( 

EDIT: 

Also I used this LB script: 

GOTO START 
:START 
SLEEP 500 
PUSHKEY 57 
SLEEP 100 
PUSHKEY 13 
SLEEP 500 
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[symptoms 

} Was just selling pots in El Nath and got perm banned 	 

i I was just about to hit max meso too :-( 

I EDIT: 

, Also I used this LB script: 

03-02-2011, 12:36 PM 

GOTO START 
:START 
SLEEP 500 
PUSH KEY 57 
SLEEP 100 
PUSHKEY 13 
SLEEP 500 
GOTO START 

It does 99 pots, when i try to do 100 it press 1100, so I guess change it if it works for you. 
Just keep clicking the pot and it will add 99 then enter, then stop the script when u hit max pots. then sell manually. 
Idk, fastest way for me. 

I queue to stop doing the exploit? :0 
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GOTO START 

It does 99 pots, when i try to do 100 it press 1100, so i guess change it if It works for you. 
Just keep clicking the pot and it will add 99 then enter, then stop the script when u hit max pots. then sell manually. 
Idk, fastest way for me. 

nickl3ol 

@above wat world 

03-02-2011, 12:31 PM 

kaiko327 

El Nido 

Also I used this LB script: 

GOTO START 
:START 
SLEEP 500 
PUSHKEY 57 
SLEEP 100 
PUSHKEY 13 
SLEEP 500 
GOTO START 

03-02-2011, 12:32 PM 

It does 99 pots, when I try to do 100 it press 1100, so I guess change it if it works for you. 
Just keep clicking the pot and it will add 99 then enter, then stop the script when u hit max pots. then sell manually. 
Idk, fastest way for me. 

iDeMoon 

I Was just selling pots in El Nath and got perm banned 

was just about to hit max meso too :-( 

EDIT: 

03-02-2011, 12:36 PM ! 
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--- 
Unicorns 

kaiko327 	 03-02-2011, 12:42 PM 

Your ban could be due to using a bot, lol. 

A bot that simply presses keys like a human does? 

...I logged off last night with only like 100 pots left. 
Scared to recharge // buy pots. 
y I gotta be in a w8baby guild. 
<,< 

So they're just handing out bans to anyone who seems afk at a pot shop..? 
Wouldn't that ban a lot of legits? 
I always afk there because towns are laggy for some reason now. 

Highly doubt it. 

03-02-2011, 12:49 PM 

kaiko327 	 03-02-2011, 12:51 PM 

Also, here is an autoclIcker that works. Im using this with the Legit bot script I made and its working beautifully. 

http://www.garyshood.com/rsclient/  
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Also I used this LB script: 

GOTO START 
:START 
SLEEP 500 
PUSHKEY 57 
SLEEP 100 
PUSHKEY 13 
SLEEP 500 
GOTO START 

It does 99 pots, when I try to do 100 It press 1100, so I guess change it ifsit works for you. 
Just keep clicking the pot and it will add 99 then enter, then stop the script when u hit max pots. then sell manually. 
Idk, fastest way for me. 

Your ban could be due to using a bot, loi. 

hichewwoo 	 03-02-2011, 12:41 PM 

What's with some people saying the pots sell for same price, and others sell for more? 

_ 

lisard 

Watch your backs. Gms are apparently banning in bera. 

! ,--- 	 --, 
I 1Pedzilla 	 03-02-2011, 01:00 PM I 
1 	11 

; I've been doing this for a while now, in Kradia, and I'm still up and running. Only managed to make around 400mil 
i though. Doing it manually x.x 
1.._._ 

03-02-2011, 12:57 PM1 

I
f 
Jahnot 
	

03-02-2011, 01:09 PM 

3bll harvested. 
'I'm done now, I know two others in Zenith caught. 

r- 
Deltaechoe 	 03-02-2011, 01:13 PM] 
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I Monoxide 	 03-02-2011, 04:20 PM 

Lol, don't worry guys we will get compensated with more 2x events!! 

It's always something new with Nexon, either people will find a glitch or they'll have a glitch. I can't help but think that 
this was too good to be true, that and the 2x drop. Sucks that I'll be losing some mesas from botting, oh well. 

khenlol 	 03-02-2011, 04:35 PM 

Does anyone have a clue has to how far they're going to rollback? Will it be past yesterday..? 
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• Alright guys, there Is a 99% chance that nexon is going to do a rollback, I just looked at the fm, and the market Is 
completely screwed up again so 	be prepared for chargebacks from meso selling sites 

symptoms 	 03-02-2011, 01:22 PM 

LOL said maple stoped working and I was like OH NO I GOT BANNED, :[ but I guess they are doing the roll back now 

GeneraznXz 

Game Is down 

03-02-2011, 01:22 PM 

I Serady 

I Would this work just using packets, logging the packets and then sending them on a timed delay? Rather than clicking 
all the time 

; Already tried. Spamming these packets without blocking any recieved packet = game crash. 

[Not that It matters anymore, nexon has just shut down MS right now. 

yajtaj 	 03-02-2011, 01:37 PM 

LOL said maple stoped working and I was like OH NO I GOT BANNED, :[ but I guess they are doing the roll back now 

LOL seriously... I almost thought I was ip banned because my other accounts that was logged on went out too lol. 
Rollback FTW haha 

--- 
Sam 	 03-02-2011, 01:38 PM 

I thought I was IP banned or something as well. Rollback doesn't bother me too much. 

Jokic 	 03-02-2011, 01:45 PM I 

I just made maple down! and some people felt my banhammer GRR:D 

1 kailoa 	 03-02-2011, 01:53 PM 

lIt's an easy fix regarding mesas, jus change the prices the same as the sale to fix but re: rollback I'm okay I guess 

L.
better then getting banned accounts for selling pots manually. ._ 

RickandRoll 

Knew this would happen. 
• 

03-02-2011;03:17 PM 

,...... 	 - 1 
Seiya 	 03-02-2011, 03:22 PM 1 

I dont think they will bann people.. mainly rollback cuz many ppl didntt see it wrong and were doing it manually lol pot i 
stores where full of people! LOL LOL and well many iegits would get banned for nexon's mistake I hope there is a I 
rollback if not Ned up economy!! =1 

03-02-2011, 01:27 PM 
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Sam 	 03-02-2011, 04:37 PM 

Does anyone have a clue has to how far they're going to rollback? Will it be past yesterday..? 

I Won't be past the update this morning (so 5:45 AM EST) 

khenlol 
	

03-02-2011, 06:22 PM 

1 Won't be past the update this morning (so 5:45 AM EST) 

Whew, that's a relief. I thought I would have to level all over again.. :P 

Charleezy 	 03-02-2011,06:50 PM 1 

[I miss all the exploits!! QQ it sucks being a noob hacker 

msazndragon 	 03-02-2011, 07:03 PM 

this is true stuff .... good time to be a BT level 2 holder right now (BT 2 people are making billions hand over fist right 

1 now).... I dont think they will roll back for this .... but wohw....good times are here again!!!! :P 

} Not that good since a rollback is coming 

durden12 	 03-02-2011, 07:14 PM 

...I logged off last night with only like 100 pots left. 
Scared to recharge // buy pots. 
y I gotta be in a w8baby guild. 
<,< 

So they're just handing out bans to anyone who seems afk at a pot shop..? 
Wouldn't that ban a lot of legits? 
I always afk there because towns are leggy for some reason now. 

Lol our guilds are affianced. let go on Czak later. 

[Sam 

1 Lol our guilds are allianced. let go on Czak later. 

(Cosmic FTW. 

03-02-2011, 07:15 PM 

[trouble 	 03-02-2011, 07:19 PM 

I miss all the exploits!! QQ it sucks being a noob hacker 

Don't worry about missing this one. :) Guaranteed rollback to how it was at s/c. 

There's no reason not do a rollback, this is worse then the meso guard exploit. 

EmeCorp 	 03-02-2011, 07:57 PM] 

11 think nexon is messing with hackers.. by making a glitch like this everyone will do it including the legits.. In the end.. 
; more damage on hackers that cant farm =p.. hahahaha 

_ 

sOra 

I I missed this. :1 

By the way, the exploit is: 
11) Kill monsters. 
2) Loot mesos. 

L 	- 

  

03-02-2011, 08:00 PM 
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{slick 	 03-02-2011, 08:06 PM 

1 ** Update! ** The unscheduled server maintenance will be completed at 7 PM Pacific (10 PM Eastern). Unfortunately 
the issue with the potion/food NPC adversly affected the economy, so we were forced to roll back to 12AM this morning. 
Cash Shop items will be extended by 24 hours. If you made a purchase in the Cash Shop, the appropriate amount of Nx 

I and Maple Points will be refunded. For more information please click here 
(http '. 1/forum.nexon.net/MapleStory/forums/thread/6879726.aspx).  

Unicorns 	 03-02-2011, 08:12 PM 

@ cosmic people- Sure lets czak but I don't hack and I d/c at zak? Lol. 
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to 

DECLARATION OF MARC E. MAYER IN SUPPORT OF OPPOSITION 
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Byakuya 

I Well nexon has really pissed me off this time. I was on my shadower which is 100% legit except I do use simple hacks 
like PIC typer,instant drop or what not(These DO NOT autoban!). But heres the problem somehow I got banned for 1 
month I was just at the Maple tree thing then I decide to go take one of my maple weapons off my Thunder breaker 
( Which is on a different account.) So I log out and go onto the thunder breaker I drop the maple knuckle somewhere 
in henesys then try going back onto my shadower to pick it up. Then once I enter the info It said "This ID has already 
been logged In or is under inspection." Then I think alright it's probably just glitched for a few mins. I wait 
approximately 30mins to go back on then I am banned for apparently using "Illegal programs." Seriously wtf 
nexon:EmoteHmmm. 
If anyone has had a problem somewhat like this did it get resolved or anything? The worst part Is that 2x exp is 
tomorrow -.- and apparently GMS only respond during mondapqriday at 10am-6pm... Doesn't look like my tickets 
gonna be answered anytime soon. :EmoteDepressed 

Ps. The only reason im asking this is because none of the hacks autoban as I stated above. I have never had this 
problem in my 5 years of mapling I am an experienced player but I honestly don't know what the hell I got banned for. 

itsall4you 	 04-29-2011, 11:07 PM 

it typically takes 2weeks to 6weeks for them to respond to tickets anyway.. 

Byakuya 
	

04-29-2011, 11:09 P-M-1  

It typically takes 2weeks to 6weeks for them to respond to tickets anyway.. 
Yeah I know it's kind of useless to submit a ticket I just hope nexon dies in a fire...:EmoteHappy 

• 

View Full Version : WTF Nexon....  

04-29-2011, 11:04 PM 

yingrox 

Hacked then auto banned or just lag ban 

04-29-2011, 11:10 PM 

Byakuya 	 04-29-2011, 11:12 PM 

Hacked then auto banned or just lag ban 
Well when I logged off I was frozen at the black screen for a minute or two I assume that's lag ban lol I don't know... 

Zodiac 	 04-29-2011, 11:12 PM 

Well I gotta say this, Nexon bans you when you least expect it. 

_ 

Byakuya 
	

04-29-2011, 11:15 PM 

Well I gotta say this, Nexon bans you when you least expect it. 
So true but really just before the 2x event? That's typical of nexon though they just love pissIng off legit,Semi legit or 
hackers... Doesn't matter who they find a way to piss them off. 

yingrox 

Most likely lag ban 

04-29-2011, 11:15 PM 
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but there only supose to dc you 0.0 ret contacting them again 
	

J 
I Zodiac 	 04-29-2011, 11:18 PM 

I So true but really just before the 2x event? That's typical of nexon though they just love pissing off legit,Seml legit or 
I hackers... Doesn't matter who they find a way to piss them off. 

I I Know dude that must suck like hell being 1 day baned before 2x. Man im sorry. 

Klaz48 
	

04-29-2011, 11:18 PM 

Ok. so your saying you didnt deserve to get banned? 

you were using hacks. You deserved it. 

rayaku-ya 

Most likely lag ban 
but there only supose to dc you 0.0 ret contacting them again 

What do you mean I've already submitted a ticket how else do I contact them. I've never had to do this so I don't really 
know how else to contact them. 

04-29-2011, 11:18 PM 

lonerboy 

i Buy BT and go fuk em up brol :P .  

04-29-2011, 11:20 PM1 

! Byakuya 	 04-29-2011, 11:23 PM 

I Buy Bland go fuk em up bro! :P 
!Yeah well I'm worried that I may get perma banned: This happend on my hero which was far more godly. 
If it does happen to get perma banned I'm getting bt and fking making my shadower 5x as godly :EmoteAwww 
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' GamerSoul - Where Gaming ,, Meets Magic  » MapleStory  > anyone else notice CPU usage fixed by Nexon :P 

! 121_1A 
l_

1  

View Full Version : anyone else notice CPU usage fixed by Nexon :P 

	

Flonerboy 	 03-16-2011, 11:06 AM 

time to do some serious multy botting now!!! w0000t!!! 

	

kwhalek 	 03-16-2011, 11:07 AM 

Yay, I noticed it too lol 

-- 

YourMama101 	 . 	 03-16-2011, 11:08 AM 

Yea I noticed it. My comp Is heating up less now :) 

Seiya 	 03-16-2011, 11:08 AM 

I did!!! im using 6 with this license I just bought and its amazing 6 PG on a decent desktop with no lagg, or at least no 
crashes so far sounds awsomel 

like I said theyre getting better at fixing this Issues! 

by the way o mentioned you on a post some dude keeps spamming his weird service which I believe is illegal, hope you 
get a chanze to look at it 

Kenny 	 03-16-2011, 11:09 AM 

Time for 6 maples wewt wewt 

lonerboy 	 03-16-2011, 11:14 AM 

im on my dang laptop (which could only bot 2-3).... now got 8 going NP :P this Is HUGE!!!! OMFG this is like a Dream... 

LI need a lic for my other computers NOWWWWWWIIII I •P time to make Bank! 

Monoxide 	 03-16-2011, 11:15 AM 

I can't really tell since it's always been a bit jumpy for me but at least it's fixed for most people now :) 

tiredarm 	 03-16-2011, 11:19 AM 

wow. 
time to activate my license. :P ty for info 

Crissy 	 03-16-2011, 11:26 AM 

I didn't know CPU usage had to do with how many clients you can run?! Oh wow so maybe now I can run more than 5 
on my comp. Is that was regulates whether it lags / freezes)=0= 

lEckol 
	

03-16-2011, 11:28 AM 
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I 

1 

1 

Are you suppose to see the changes with only bt or opening ms the legit way?? Cuz my dam pc cpu usage is at 30-40% 
[with just 1  

1 3ar3arBinks 

I noticed 3 days ago - . - 

03-16-2011, 11:31 AM 

r 	- 

I igotskill 

I 20% CPU 40% Ram Usage, 15-750 6gbddr3? 

03-16-2011, 11:50 AM 

_ 
Raven 	_ 
20% CPU 40% Ram Usage, 15-750 6gbddr3? 

Issue is still there. 

03-16-2011, 11:52 AM 

l Issue 

1-  
, Mimat 

 is still there. 
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EXHIBIT I 
to 

DECLARATION OF MARC E. MAYER IN SUPPORT OF OPPOSITION 
TO MOTIONS OF DOUGLAS CRANE TO DISMISS FOR LACK OF 

JURISDICTION AND/OR TO TRANSFER VENUE 
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Silberberg & 
Knupp LLP 

45 I 0043449a-Opp 

NEXON AMERICA,INC a Delaware 
corporation, and NEXON KOREA 
CORPORATION, a Korean corporation, 

Plaintiffs, 

V. 

RYAN MICHAEL CORNWALL a/k/a 
"Riu Kuzald" and "Alexandria 
Cornwall"; YANGYU ZHOU a/k/a 
"Yang Yu," "W8balDy," and 
"Gamersoul"; DOUGLAS CRANE a/k/a 
"DJ" and "Lonerboy"; WILLIAM 
"BILLY" KEISTER a/lc/a 
"ThePhoneGuy"; AMARJOT GILL 
a/k/a "Alphaamar"; DEREK OSGOOD 
a/k/a "Jayce". COLIN JOHNSON a/k/a 
"Colin 'T; LINDA LIU alk/a 
"linnyda942"; JEREMY SIMPSON; 
V.H. a/k/a "Vince"; DOE 1 a/k/a 
"Bizarro" and "Andrew," DOE 2 a/k/a 
"Cam1596," and DOES 3 through 10, 
inclusive, 

Defendants. 

KARIN G. PAGNANELLI (SBN 174763), 
ks. smsk.corn 

C E. MAYER (SBN 190969), 
mem sk.com  
MIT LL SILBERBERG & KNUPP LLP 
11377 West Olympic Boulevard 
Los Angeles, California 90064-1683 
Telephone: (310) 312-2000 
Facsimile: (310) 312-3100 

Attorneys for Plaintiffs, 
Nexon America Inc. and Nexon Korea Corporation 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

0-00006 

CASE NO. 2:12-cv-00160-RSWL-FFM 

Honorable Ronald S.W. Lew 

AMENDED NOTICE OF THIRD 
PARTY SUBPOENA TO 
ALERTPAY 
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Mar 	ayer 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 

TO ALL PARTIES AND THEIR ATTORNEYS OF RECORD: 

2 

	

3 	PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that pursuant to Rule 45 of the Federal Rules of 

4 Civil Procedure, Plaintiffs Nexon America Inc. and Nexon Korea Corporation 

5 ("Plaintiffs"), hereby make the following request of Alertpay ("Deponent"): 

	

6 	(1) Alertpay is requested to produce the documents set forth in the subpoena 

7 to Alertpay on April 2, 2012, at 10:00 a.m., at Nationwide do Brandywine Process, 

8 2500 Delaware Avenue, Wilmington, DE 19806. 

	

9 	A true and correct copy of the subpoena to Alertpay is attached as Exhibit A. 

	

10 	YOU ARE FURTHER NOTIFIED THAT the Deponent is not a party to 

11 this action. So far as known to Plaintiffs, the Deponent's address for acceptance of 

1 

12 service is: 

13 	Alertpay 

14 	c/o Delaware Intercorp, Inc. 

15 	113 Barksdale Professional Center, 

16 	Newark, Delaware 19711-3258 

17 	Attn: Legal Department 

18 

19 

20 

21 

DATED: March 19,2012 	MITCHELL SILBERBERG & KNUPP LLP 

I I 
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Mitchell 28  

Silberberg & 
Knepp LLP 
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AO 88B (Rev. 06/09) Subpoena to Produce Documents, information, or Cbjects or to Permit Inspection of Premises in a Civil Action 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
for the 

District of Delaware 

NEXON AMERICAN INC., a Delaware corporation; 
and NEXON KOREA CORPORATION, a Korean 

Corporation 
Plaintiff 

V. 	 Civil Action No. 	12-00160-RSWL (FFMX) 
RYAN MICHAEL CORNWALL a/k/a "Riu 

Kuzaki" and "Alexandria Cornwall"; YANGYU 
ZHOU a/lc/a "Yang Yu," "W8baby," and 

"Gamersoul"; DOUGLAS CRANE a/lc/a "DJ" 
and "Lonerboy"; WILLIAM "BILLY" KEISTER 	) 

a/k/a "ThePhoneGuy"; AMARJOT GILL a/k/a 	) 
"Alphaamar"; DEREK OSGOOD a/lc/a "Jayce"; 	) 	(If the action is pending in another district, state where: 

COLIN JOHNSON a/k/a "Cohn"; LINDA LIU 
a/k/a "linnyda942"; JEREMY SIMPSON; V.H. 

a/k/a "Vince"; DOE 1 a/lc/a "Bizarro" and 
"Andrew," DOE 2 a/lc/a "Cam1596," and DOES 

3 through  10, inclusive  
Defendant 	 Central 	District of 	California 	) 

SUBPOENA TO PRODUCE DOCUMENTS, INFORMATION, OR OBJECTS 
OR TO PERMIT INSPECTION OF PREMISES IN A CIVIL ACTION 

To: ALERTPAY INC. do DELAWARE INTERCORP, INC., 113 BARKSDALE PROFESSIONAL CENTER, 
NEWARK, DELAWARE, .19711-3258 

E Production: YOU ARE COMMANDED to produce at the time, date, and place set forth below the following 
documents, electronically stored information, or objects, and permit their inspection, copying, testing, or sampling of the 
material: 
See Attachment A. 

Place: 	Nationwide c/o Brandywine Process 
2500 Delaware Avenue Wilmington, DE 19806 
(302) 475-2600 

Date and Time: 
4/2/2012 10:00 AM 

  

E Inspection of Premises: YOU ARE COMMANDED to permit entry onto the designated premises, land, or 
other property possessed or controlled by you at the time, date, and location set forth below, so that the requesting party 
may inspect, measure, survey, photograph, test, or sample the property or any designated object or operation on it. 

 

I Place: 
	

Date and Time: 

 

  

    

    

The provisions of Fed. R. Civ. P. 45(c), relating to your protection as a person subject to a subpoena, and Rule 45 
(d) and (e), relating to your duty to respond to this subpoena and the potential consequences of not doing so, are attached. 

/43520-00006 
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The name, address, e-mail, and telephone number of the attorney representing (name of party) 	Plaintiffs  
Nexon America Inc. and Nexon Korea Corporation 	, who issues or requests this subpoena, are: 
Marc E. Mayer, Mitchell Silberberg & Knupp LLP / 11377W. Olympic Blvd. / Los Angeles, CA 90064/ E-mail 
mem@msk.com  / Tel. 310-312-2000 

Signature of Clerk or Deputy Clerk Attorney's signature 

Date: 	3/19)2012 _ 

CLERK OF COURT 
OR 

1/43520-00006 
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AO 8813 (Rev. 06/09) Subpoena to Produce Documents, Information, or Objects or to Permit Inspection of Premises in a Civil Action (Page 2) 

Civil Action No. 	12-00160-RSWL (FFMX) 

PROOF OF SERVICE 
(This section should not be filed with the court unless required by Fed R. Civ. P. 45.) 

This subpoena for (name of individual and title, if any) 

was received by me on (date) 

[I served the subpoena by delivering a copy to the named person as follows: 

on (date) 	 ; or 

E I returned the subpoena unexecuted because: 

Unless the subpoena was issued on behalf of the United States, or one of its officers or agents, I have also 
tendered to the witness fees for one day's attendance, and the mileage allowed by law, in the amount of 

My fees are $ 

 

for travel and $ 	 for services, for a total of $ 

 

      

      

I declare under penalty of perjury that this information is true. 

Date: 
Server's signature 

Printed name and title 

Server's address 

Additional information regarding attempted service, etc: 

1/43520-00006 
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AO 8813 (Rev. 06/09) Subpoena to Produce Documents, Information, or Objects or to Permit Inspection of Premises in a Civil Action(Page 3) 

Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 45 (c), (d), and (e) (Effective 12/1/07) 

(c) Protecting a Person Subject to a Subpoena. 
(1) Avoiding Undue Burden or Expense; Sanctions. A party or 

attorney responsible for issuing and serving a subpoena must take 
reasonable steps to avoid imposing undue burden or expense on a 
person subject to the subpoena. The issuing court must enforce this 
duty and impose an appropriate sanction —which may include lost 
earnings and reasonable attorney's fees— on a party or attorney 
who fails to comply. 

(2) Command to Produce Materials or Permit Inspection. 
(A) Appearance Not Required. A person commanded to produce 

documents, electronically stored information, or tangible things, or 
to permit the inspection of premises, need not appear in person at the 
place of production or inspection unless also commanded to appear 
for a deposition, hearing, or trial. 

(B) Objections. A person commanded to produce documents or 
tangible things or to permit inspection may serve on the party or 
attorney designated in the subpoena a written objection to 
inspecting, copying, testing or sampling any or all of the materials or 
to inspecting the premises—or to producing electronically stored 
information in the form or forms requested. The objection must be 
served before the earlier of the time specified for compliance or 14 
days after the subpoena is served. If an objection is made, the 
following rules apply: 

(I) At any time, on notice to the commanded person, the serving 
party may move the issuing court for an order compelling 
production or inspection. 

(ii) These acts may be required only as directed in the order, and 
the order must protect a person who is neither a party nor a party's 
officer from significant expense resulting from compliance. 

(3) Quashing or Modifying a Subpoena. 
(A) When Required On timely motion, the issuing court must 

quash or modify a subpoena that: 
(i) fails to allow a reasonable time to comply; 
(ii) requires a person who is neither a party nor a party's officer 

to travel more than 100 miles from where that person resides, is 
employed, or regularly transacts business in person — except that, 
subject to Rule 45(c)(3)(B)(iii), the person may be commanded to 
attend a trial by traveling from any such place within the state where 
the trial is held; 

(iii) requires disclosure of privileged or other protected matter, if 
no exception or waiver applies; or 

(iv) subjects a person to undue burden. 
(B) When Permitted To protect a person subject to or affected by 

a subpoena, the issuing court may, on motion, quash or modir the 
subpoena if it requires: 

(i) disclosing a trade secret or other confidential research, 
development, or commercial information; 

(ii) disclosing an unretained expert's opinion or information that 
does not describe specific occurrences in dispute and results from 
the expert's study that was not requested by a party; or 

(iii) a person who is neither a party nor a party's officer to incur 
substantial expense to travel more than 100 miles to attend trial. 

(C) Specifying Conditions as an Alternative. In the circumstances 
described in Rule 45(c)(3)(B), the court may, instead of quashing or 
modifying a subpoena, order appearance or production under 
specified conditions if the serving party: 

(i) shows a substantial need for the testimony or material that 

I / 43520-00006 

cannot be otherwise met without undue hardship; and 
(ii) ensures that the subpoenaed person will be reasonably 

compensated. 
(d) Duties in Responding to a Subpoena. 
(1) Producing Documents or Electronically Stored Information. 

These procedures apply to producing documents or electronically 
stored information: 

(A) Documents. A person responding to a subpoena to produce 
documents must produce them as they are kept in the ordinary 
course of business or must organize and label them to correspond to 
the categories in the demand. 

(B) Form for Producing Electronically Stored Information Not 
Specified. If a subpoena does not specify a form for producing 
electronically stored information, the person responding must 
produce it in a form or forms in which it is ordinarily maintained or 
in a reasonably usable form or forms. 

(C) Electronically Stored Information Produced in Only One 
Form. The person responding need not produce the same 
electronically stored information in more than one form. 

(D) Inaccessible Electronically Stored Information. The person 
responding need not provide discovery of electronically stored 
information from sources that the person identifies as not reasonably 
accessible because of undue burden or cost. On motion to compel 
discovery or for a protective order, the person responding must show 
that the information is not reasonably accessible because of undue 
burden or cost. If that showing is made, the court may nonetheless 
order discovery from such sources if the requesting party shows 
good cause, considering the limitations of Rule 26(b)(2)(C). The 
court may specify conditions for the discovery. 

(2) Claiming Privilege or Protection. 
(A) Information Withheld A person withholding subpoenaed 

information under a claim that it is privileged or subject to 
protection as trial-preparation material must: 

(i) expressly make the claim; and 
(ii) describe the nature of the withheld documents, 

communications, or tangible things in a manner that, without 
revealing information itself privileged or protected, will enable the 
parties to assess the claim. 

(B) Information Produced If information produced in response to a 
subpoena is subject to a claim of privilege or of protection as trial-
preparation material, the person making the claim may notify any 
party that received the information of the claim and the basis for it. 
After being notified, a party must promptly return, sequester, or 
destroy the specified information and any copies it has; must not use 
or disclose the information until the claim is resolved; must take 
reasonable steps to retrieve the information if the party disclosed it 
before being notified; and may promptly present the information to 
the court under seal for a determination of the claim. The person 
who produced the information must preserve the information until 
the claim is resolved. 

(e) Contempt. The issuing court may hold in contempt a person 
who, having been served, fails without adequate excuse to obey the 
subpoena. A nonparty's failure to obey must be excused if the 
subpoena purports to require the nonparty to attend or produce at a 
place outside the limits of Rule 45(c)(3XA)(ii). 
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ATTACHMENT A 

I. INSTRUCTIONS 

1. AlertPay, Inc. is to make available for copying all requested documents that are in 
its possession, custody, or control, including documents in the possession, custody, or control of 
its attorneys, accountants, agents, representatives, or any other persons acting on its behalf. 

2. AlertPay, Inc. is to produce any Microsoft Excel and/or other database-related 
files in their native electronic format. 

3. Should a claim be made that any subpoenaed document is not subject to 
discovery by reason of privilege or some other legal protection, please provide a privilege 
log containing the information required by Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(b)(5). 

II. DEFINITIONS 

As used herein, the following terms are intended to have the meanings indicated: 

1. The phrase "All Documents" means every Document, whether an original or copy 
as defined below, and every such Document or writing that can be located through reasonably 
diligent efforts. 

2. "And" means "and/or" and "or" means "and/or." The plural of any word used 
herein includes the singular, and the singular includes the plural. The masculine gender of any 
word used herein includes the feminine. The past tense of a verb used herein includes the 
present tense, and the present tense includes the past tense. 

3. The terms "Document" and "Documents" include without limitation the original 
and all drafts of all written or graphic matter, however produced or reproduced, of any kind or 
description, and all copies thereof which are different from the original (whether different by 
interlineation, receipt stamp, notation, indication of copies sent or received, or otherwise), 
whether printed or recorded electronically or magnetically or reproduced by hand, including 
documents and electronically stored information as defined by Rule 34(a) of the Federal Rules of 
Civil Procedure and writings and recordings as defined by Rule 1001(1) of the Federal Rules of 
Evidence. Examples of "Documents" are: agreements or contracts, communications, 
correspondence, e-mails, telegrams, cables, memoranda, records, books, summaries of records or 
personal conversations or interviews, diaries, desk calendars, appointment books, journals, 
message pads, forecasts, statistical statements, accountants' workpapers, graphs, charts, 
diagrams, certificates and certifications, tables, indexes, pictures, recordings, sound recordings, 
images, data or data compilations stored in any medium, tapes, microfilm, charges, accounts, 
analytical records, minutes or records of meetings, conferences or conversations, reports or 
summaries of interviews, reports or summaries of investigations, texts or surveys, opinions or 
reports of consultants, appraisals, reports or summaries of negotiations, advertisements, 
brochures, pamphlets, circulars, trade letters, press releases, stenographic or handwritten or other 
notes, projections, working papers, checks front and back, check stubs or receipts, envelopes, 
invoice vouchers, data processing cards, tapes, backup tapes, disks or any other written, 
recorded, transcribed, punched, taped, filmed or graphic matter, however produced or 
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reproduced, and any other document or writing of whatever description, including but not limited 
to any other information contained in any computer, computer peripheral equipment, computer 
library, or website, although not yet printed. 

4. The term "IP Address" means Internet Protocol address and Internet Protocol 
number. 

5. The term "Description" means the description, subject, title, or other notes 
associated with a payment or other transaction involving a AlertPay account. 

6. The term "Identify" means: 

(a) for individuals, to provide the name, Social Security number, date of birth, 
home addresses, office addresses, mailing addresses, billing addresses, e-mail addresses, 
telephone numbers, facsimile numbers, credit card account information, bank account 
information, Media Access Control number, related Internet websites, IP Addresses used by the 
subscriber with the date, time zone, hour, minute, and second when each IP Address was used, 
and any and all other identifying information, including, for example, information contained on 
any activity logs; 

(b) for entities, to provide the name, office addresses, mailing addresses, 
billing addresses, e-mail addresses, telephone numbers, facsimile numbers, credit card account 
information, bank account information, Media Access Control number, related Internet websites, 
IP Addresses used by the subscriber with the date, time zone, hour, minute, and second when 
each IP Address was used, and any and all other identifying information, including, for example, 
information contained on any activity logs; 

(c) for payments, to provide the date, amount, method, and Description of 
each payment, any and all identifying information for the payor and the payee (including the 
name, Social Security number, date of birth, home addresses, office addresses, mailing 
addresses, billing addresses, e-mail addresses, telephone numbers, facsimile numbers, credit card 
account information, bank account information, related Internet websites, IP Addresses used by 
the subscriber with the date, time zone, hour, minute, and second when each IP Address was 
used), and any other information related to each payment maintained by AlertPay, Inc.; and 

(d) for money transfers or withdrawals, to provide the date, amount, method, 
and Description of each transfer or withdrawal, any identifying information for the individual or 
entity that sent the transfer or made the withdrawal and for the individual or entity that received 
the transfer or withdrawal (including the names, Social Security numbers, dates of birth, home 
addresses, office addresses, mailing addresses, billing addresses, e-mail addresses, telephone 
numbers, facsimile numbers, credit card account information, bank account information, IP 
Addresses used with the date, time zone, hour, minute, and second when each IF Address was 
used), and any other information related to each transfer or withdrawal maintained by AlertPay, 
Inc. 

2 
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III. DOCUMENTS REQUESTED 

1. 	All Documents sufficient to Identify all AlertPay accounts linked to, associated 
with, or related to any of the following domains, and any and all related AlertPay accounts: 

(a) http://www.gamersoul.com  

(b) http://vvww.gamersoul.net  

(c) http://www.w8baby.com  

(d) http://www.w8baby.net  

(e) http://www.w8vip.com  

(0 	http://www.riukuzaki.com  

2. 	All Documents sufficient to Identify all individuals and/or entities who have at 
any time held, owned, administered, transferred money from, or withdrawn money from any of 
the AlertPay accounts identified in response to Document Request No. 1. 

3. 	All Documents sufficient to Identify every payment received by or made through 
any AlertPay account identified in response to Document Request No. 1. 

4. 	All Documents sufficient to Identify every money transfer or withdrawal, whether 
to a bank account, to a credit card, through a debit card, or to or through any other account, from 
any AlertPay account identified in response to Document Request No. 1. 

5. 	All Documents sufficient to Identify all AlertPay accounts held, owned, or 
administered by any of the following individuals and/or entities, and any and all related AlertPay 
accounts: 

(a) lkqvv999@hotmail.com  

(b) forbldden.one@hotmail.com  

(c) 1kqw999@hotmail.com  

(d) yuy1258@hotmail.com  

(e) owenyuy@hotmail.com  

(0 atmgames@hotmail.com  

(g) w8baby@hotmail.com  

(h) w8babyvipftw@gmail.com  

(i) "Yangyu Zhou" a/k/a "Yang Yu" 

3 
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(j) "Qi Wang" 

(k) "W8baby" 

(I) "Gamersoul" 

(m) "Bizarro" 

(n) "yndd" 

(o) "Yuy1258" 

(p) "Lkqvv999" 

(q) "Owenyuy" 

6. All Documents sufficient to Identify all individuals and/or entities who have at 
any time held, owned, administered, transferred money from, or withdrawn money from any of 
the AlertPay accounts identified in response to Document Request No. 5. 

7. All Documents sufficient to Identify every payment received by or made through 
any AlertPay account held by or related to any of the individuals and/or entities identified in 
response to Document Request No. 5. 

8. All Documents sufficient to Identify every money transfer or withdrawal, whether 
to a bank account, to a credit card, through a debit card, or to or through any other account, from 
any AlertPay account identified in response to Document Request No. 5. 

9. All Documents sufficient to Identify all AlertPay accounts for which any of the 
following bank account information was provided, and any and all related AlertPay accounts: 

(a) Industrial and Commercial Bank of China (Swift ID #ICBKCNBJHNP), 
Bank Account # 622002201101355000 

10. All Documents sufficient to Identify all individuals and/or entities who have at 
any time held, owned, administered, transferred money from, or withdrawn money from any of 
the AlertPay accounts identified in response to Document Request No. 9. 

11. All Documents sufficient to Identify every payment received by or made through 
any AlertPay account identified in response to Document Request No. 9. 

12. All Documents sufficient to Identify every money transfer or withdrawal, whether 
to a bank account, to a credit card, through a debit card, or to or through any other account, from 
any AlertPay account identified in response to Document Request No. 9. 

13. All Documents sufficient to Identify all AlertPay accounts that received any 
payment with a Description containing any of the following words, and any and all related 
AlertPay accounts: 

4 
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(a) w8baby 

(b) gamersoul 

(c) bizarro trainer 

(d) riukuzald 

(e) yndd 

(f) yuy1258 

(g) owenyuy 

14. All Documents sufficient to Identify all individuals and/or entities who have at 
any time held, owned, administered, transferred money from, or withdrawn money from any of 
the AlertPay accounts identified in response to Document Request No. 13. 

15. All Documents sufficient to Identify every payment received by or made through 
any AlertPay account identified in response to Document Request No. 13. 

16. All Documents sufficient to Identify every money transfer or withdrawal, whether 
to a bank account, to a credit card, through a debit card, or to or through any other account, from 
any AlertPay account identified in response to Document Request No. 13. 

5 
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PROOF OF SERVICE 

STATE OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES 

I am employed in the county of Los Angeles, State of California. I am over 
the age of 18 and not a party to the within action. My business address is Mitchell 
Silberberg & Knupp LLP, 11377 West Olympic Boulevard, Los Angeles, 
California 90064-1683, and my business email address is mmo@msk.com . 

On March 19, 2012, I served a copy of the foregoing document(s) described 
as AMENDED NOTICE OF THIRD PARTY SUBPOENA TO ALERTPAY 
on the interested parties in this action at their last known address as set forth below 
by taking the action described below: 

Ryan Cornwall 
	

Defendant In Pro Per 
1818 South Second Street 
Apartment 55 
Waco, TX 76706 
riukuzaki@gmail.com   
Gary E. Lambert, Esq. 	 Attorneys for Defendants 
Brendan M. Shortell, Esq. 	 DOUGLAS CRANE a/k/a "Dee Jay" 
Lambert & Associates 	 and "Lonerboy" 
92 State Street 
Boston, MA 02109 
lambert@lambertpatentlaw.com  

Gary E. Lambert, Esq. 	 Attorneys for Defendants 
Lambert & Associates 
	

DOUGLAS CRANE a/k/a "Dee Jay" 
159 Main Street 	 and "Lonerboy" 
Nashua, NH 03064 
lambert@lambertpatentlaw.com  

BY MAIL: I placed the above-mentioned document(s) in sealed 
envelope(s) addressed as set forth above, and deposited each envelope in the 
mail at Los Angeles, California. Each envelope was mailed with postage 
thereon fully prepaid.. 

BY ELECTRONIC MAIL: I served the above-mentioned document 
electronically on the parties listed at the email addresses above and, to the 
best of my , knowledge, the transmission was complete and without error in 
that I did not receive an electronic notification to the contrary. 

1  
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I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California 
that the above is true and correct. 

2 

3 

4 

Executed on March 19, 2012, at Los Angeles, California. 

5 Melanie M. Ocubillo 

6 
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III. Documents Requested  

A) http://www.gamersoul.com  

No AlertPay account found 

B) http://www.gamersoul.net  

w8babyvipftw@gmail.corn 

C) http://www.w8baby.com  

w8baby.alertpay@hotmaiLcom 

D) http://www.w8baby.net  

No AlertPay account found 

E) http://www.w8vip.com  

No AlertPay account found 

F) http://www.riukuzaki.com  

No AlertPay account found 

Mill1111111111111 
A) http://www.gamersoul.com  

No AlertPay account found 



B) http://www.gamersoulnet  

Name : Doug Crane 

Address : P.O Box 1286, Marshfield, MA - United States 

Date of birth : 11.1111111111•111111/ 
Email Addresses : w8babyvipftw@gmail.conn / gannersouIVIP@Iive.com  

Websites : w8baby.com  / gannersoul.net  

Account created : 08-23-2010 

C) http://www.w8baby.com  

(Same AlertPay account as Part two - B) 

Name : Doug Crane 

Address : P.O Box 1286, Marshfield, MA - United States 

Date of birth asslallia 
Email Addresses : w8babyvipftw@gmail.com  / gamersouIVIP@Iive.com  

Websites : w8baby.com  / gamersoul.net  

Account created : 08-23-2010 

D) http://www.w8baby.net  

No AlertPay account found 

E) http://www.w8vip.com  

No AlertPay account found 

F) http://www.riukuzaki.com  

No AlertPay account found 



EXHIBIT J 
FILED UNDER SEAL 



• EXHIBIT K 
FILED UNDER SEAL 



EXHIBIT L 
to 

DECLARATION OF MARC E. MAYER IN SUPPORT OF OPPOSITION 
TO MOTIONS OF DOUGLAS CRANE TO DISMISS FOR LACK OF 

JURISDICTION AND/OR TO TRANSFER VENUE 



From: 	 DC <dcranelonerboy@yahoo.com > 
Sent: 	 Wednesday, February 22, 2012 3:02 AM 
To: 	 Mayer, Marc 
Subject: 	 Nexon Lawsuit• 

Nexon WILL know im a legit player of their name 
the second they find out my in game name and im allowed to communicate and work with them. 

From: "Mayer, Marc" <MEMmsk.com>  
To: 'D C' <doranelonerboyeyahoo.com >  
Sent: Tuesday, February 21, 2012 8:38 PM 
Subject: RE: Nexon Lawsuit 

Marc E. Mayer I Mitchell Silberberg & Knupp LLP111377 West Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 900641direct: 310 312-31541 
fax: 310 312-37861mem@msk.com1 www.msk.com  
THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS E-MAIL MESSAGE IS INTENDED ONLY FOR THE PERSONAL AND  
CONFIDENTIAL USE OF THE DESIGNATED RECIPIENTS. THIS MESSAGE MAY BE AN ATTORNEY-CLIENT 
COMMUNICATION, AND AS SUCH IS PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL. IF THE READER OF THIS MESSAGE IS NOT AN 
INTENDED RECIPIENT, YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED THAT ANY REVIEW, USE, DISSEMINATION, FORWARDING OR 
COPYING OF THIS MESSAGE IS STRICTLY PROHIBITED. PLEASE NOTIFY US IMMEDIATELY BY REPLY E-MAIL OR 
TELEPHONE, AND DELETE THE ORIGINAL MESSAGE AND ALL ATTACHMENTS FROM YOUR SYSTEM. THANK YOU 

From: D C fmailto:dcranelonerboyftahoo.coml  
Sent: Tuesday, February 21, 2012 6:24 AM 
To: Mayer, Marc 
Subject: Nexon Lawsuit 

Dear Mark, 

EX. L PG. 309 



PROOF OF SERVICE  

STATE OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES 

I am employed in the County of Los Angeles, State of California, I am over 

the age of eighteen years and am not a party to this action; my business address is 

Mitchell Silberberg & Knupp LLP, 11377 West Olympic Boulevard, Los Angeles, 

CA 90064-1683. 

On June 26, 2012, I served a copy of the foregoing document(s) described as 

DECLARATION OF MARC E. MAYER IN SUPPORT OF OPPOSITION 

TO MOTIONS OF DOUGLAS CRANE TO DISMISS FOR LACK OF 

JURISDICTION AND/OR TO TRANSFER VENUE on the interested parties in 

this action at their last known address as set forth below by taking the action 

described below: 

Mr. Ryan Cornwall 
1818 S 2nd Street 
Apt. 55 
Waco, TX 76706 

2 BY MAIL: I placed the above-mentioned document(s) in sealed 
envelope(s) addressed as set forth above, and deposited each envelope in the 
mail at Los Angeles, California. Each envelope was mailed with postage 
thereon fully prepaid. 

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United States that 

the above is true and correct. 

Executed on June 26, 2012, at Los Angeles, California. 
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PROOF OF SERVICE  

STATE OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES 

I am employed in the County of Los Angeles, State of California, I am over 

the age of eighteen years and am not a party to this action; my business address is 

Mitchell Silberberg & Knupp LLP, 11377 West Olympic Boulevard, Los Angeles, 

CA 90064-1683, and my business email address is bag@msk.com . 

On June 26, 2012, I served a copy of the foregoing document(s) described as 

PLAINTIFFS' OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT DOUGLAS CRANE'S 

MOTIONS TO DISMISS FOR FAILURE TO JOIN PARTY (DOCKET 

NOS. 32 AND 36) on the interested parties in this action at their last known 

address as set forth below by taking the action described below: 
Douglas Crane 

EMAIL: dcranelonerboy@yahoo.com  

El BY ELECTRONIC MAIL: I served the above-mentioned document 
electronically on the parties listed at the email addresses above and, to the 
best of my knowledge, the transmission was complete and without error in 
that I did not receive an electronic notification to the contrary 

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United States that 

the above is true and correct. 

Executed on June 26, 2012, at Los Angeles, California. 
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Mitchell 28 
Silberberg & 
Knupp LLP 

4701288.1 


